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The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took
the chair at 2.32 p.m. and read the prayer.

CONDOLENCES
Honourable Herbert Arthur Thomas
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - I move:
That this house expresses its sincere sorrow at the
death on 2 November 1995 of the Honourable Herbert
Arthur Thomas and places on record its
acknowledgment of the valuable services rendered by
him to the Parliament and the people of Victoria as a
member of the Legislative Council for the electoral
province of Melbourne West from 1970 to 1982.

The Honourable Herbert Arthur Thomas
represented Melbourne West Province for the
Australian Labor Party from 1970 to 1982. He died
on 2 November, a few weeks before his 84th
birthday.
He was affectionately known as 'Bon', a nickname
that endured throughout a long career that saw him
rise from humble beginnings to serving in the
Victorian legislature. Born in Walla Walla in New
South Wales, as the son of a cocky Bon's early days'
were spent around the districts of Walbundrie and
Henty where he attended state schools and earned a
living as a farm worker.
His early grounding in politics was inherited, as I
understand it, from his father, whose aversion to

war sparked Bonis ability to campaign for causes he
strongly believed in. His beliefs led him to the
Stockholm World Peace Conference in 1958 and a
1958 anti-hydrogen bomb conference in Tokyo, and
he was an active supporter of Community Aid
Abroad. He was proud of having been brought up in
the politics of Jack Lang, the New South Wales
Labor leader, and particularly proud of having been
photographed with Lang in Sydney in 1944. He
recalled that fact with pride in the last speech he
made in this house.
He married and settled in Deer Park, which in 1945
was not unlike some of the small country towns in
which he had grown up. After a period running a
milk bar he became a taxi operator, employment that
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gave him an unprecedented understanding of the
western suburbs in which he lived and worked.
His lifelong interest in community projects led to his
serving with distinction as a Sunshine city councillor
between 1960 and 1976, including two terms as
mayor, and as a commissioner with what was then
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works.
The unexpected retirement of one of the then sitting
members for Melbourne West Province caused a
by-election in October 1970. A local newspaper
reports that Bon Thomas won preselection for the
ALP from a then record number of candidates, an
indication of the respect in which he was held in the
Labor Party. He subsequently contested and won
the seat.

Until his retirement in 1982, Bon Thomas
represented Melbourne West for 12 years, serving on
both the Subordinate Legislation Committee and the
Road Safety Committee. He was a strong advocate
of the seat-belt legislation.
A rather shy man, his skill was not as a speaker in
this place; rather, he will be remembered for using
his quiet determination and superb organisational
ability with considerable success in the service of his
constituents and in assisting Labor Party candidates
in both local and state government.
He was often described as a brilliant backroom boy
and grassroots politician. When he did speak in
Parliament it was invariably from the heart and
frequently related to matters that affected the
workers in his electorate. Indeed, in his final speech
on his retirement he chose to speak about Jack Lang
and Lang's initiatives in relation to workers
compensation, widows pensions and child
endowment, issues Bon thought indicated someone
well ahead of his time.
Those who knew Bon Thomas in the Parliament of
the day speak of him as a kind and generous man
who quietly and without any publicity supported
many charities and causes both by way of private
donation and personal commitment. He had a
lifetime love of sport, particularly football, which he
had played in the Riverina, and tennis. He
frequently served as office-bearer in a number of
sporting and youth organisations.
Throughout his varied career Bon Thomas was
always supported by his family. On behalf of the
government I am pleased to acknowledge and place
on record our appreciation of the time the
Honourable Herbert Arthur Thomas gave to civic

Honourable Herbert Arthur Thomas
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service, and in particular to this Parliament, and in
doing so I offer our sincere condolences to his family.

there would be hardship and futility throughout our
society.

Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - On behalf of
the opposition I share the sentiments expressed by
the Leader of the Government and wish to say a few
words about Bon Thomas, who served in the
Victorian Parliament from 1970 until 1982.

As the leader of the house said, he was and
remained an active member of the peace movement
from the 19505 and he travelled overseas in pursuit
of that cause. Bill Landeryou and I often argued with
Bon; he often disagreed with our intentions but he
could always be relied upon once there was a fight.
He backed Clyde Holding and Frank Wilkes and,
when the time for a change came that would secure
government, John Cain.

Bon Thomas was always destined for state
Parliament, having served on the Sunshine council
from 1960 to 1976 and having been mayor on two
occasions in the late 1960s, but in difficult and trying
circumstances that were not of his making he had to
secure Melbourne West Province in 1970 before he
had expected to have to do so. Bunna Walsh was
elected to Melbourne West Province in May 1970,
but in September 1970 on the initiative of the Bolte
government his seat was declared void on the
ground that he was ineligible to be a member of the
Legislative Council because he was in breach of the
constitution, having at 16 years of age committed a
felony by stealing a bicycle.
The ALP was left with no alternative but to find a
successor for Bunna Walsh. Bon Thomas defeated 41
candidates to win preselection for Melbourne West
Province and entered Parliament in 1970. In 1976 he
defeated Evan Walker for preselection. There are not
many parliamentarians of any political persuasion
who can claim Evan Walker as a scalp!
What both those preselections displayed was that
Bon Thomas knew how to count and how to fight, as
many people are aware, particularly those who
served with him on the Sunshine council.

Bon shared a room at Parliament House with Alec
Knight, Rod Mackenzie, Evan Walker, Bill
Landeryou and myself. Bon could of course recite
the Man from Snowy River, show why Ned Kelly
deserved support, and persuade more than a dozen
of us to pay for a notice in the paper when an IRA
hunger striker by the name of Sands died in prison.
Bon was not a Catholic but was fervent in his
support of the Irish cause.
Bon Thomas grew up in rural New South Wales.
With his father's influence he developed an early
understanding of the need to play an active role at a
local and state level and to support his colleagues at
a federal level in order to secure a society that would
avoid the hardship and futility that he and his father
had known and endured. He knew that without
social security, without Medicare, without an award
system and without education and jobs for youth

As the Leader of the Government indicated, Bon also
drove a taxi. He had a four-cylinder-engine
FJ Holden that he kept operating 24 hours a day. He
drove it 300 000 miles, or 500 000 kilometres,
keeping it working around the dock, and it was
some experience and adventure to be driven by Bon.

His advice, when sought, was sound. On one
occasion I was given the task of defending Bon
before the disputes committee on a choking charge.
Over the years the disputes committee had been
chaired by many distinguished juriSts so we knew
we could not defend the charge by disputing the
evidence - there had been an altercation. We
succeeded in the defence not because the events had
not occurred but because they had occurred after the
branch meeting had closed and therefore it was not
the business of the Australian Labor Party.
Bon Thomas served on the parliamentary
Subordinate Legislation Committee and the Road
Safety Committee. There are too few
parliamentarians today with backgrounds like Bon;
he was clearly a great survivor and a good
companion. On behalf of my parliamentary
colleagues I also extend my condolences and
sympathy to his family.
Hon. W. R. SAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) -On behalf of members of the National
Party I too pay tribute to the memory of the late
Honourable Bon Thomas. I remember Bon as a very
gentle person. Having listened to Mr White I am
beginning to doubt after all these years whether I
made a wrong judgment, but I am sure that is not so.
My dealings with Bon Thomas were always very
friendly and personable. Because he came from an
area in the Riverina district that I had some affinity
with, particularly Burrumbuttock, on occasions we
recalled his time there. I agree entirely with the
remarks made by both leaders about Bon's activity
in the house. He was not a frequent speaker in this
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chamber but he was a dedicated local member. That
shone through whenever one spoke with him or one
took account of the respect in which he was held in
the province of Melbourne West. For different
reasons he and Alec Knight made quite a duo out in
the western suburbs.
The commwlity at large is much poorer for the
passing of the likes of Bon Thomas. He was one of
those really genuine citizens and we are fortunate
that he had the opportunity to serve in this
Parliament.
The PRESIDENT - Order! I too join in the
condolence motion. When I came into this house in
1976 Mr Thomas had been here for six years. He was
not a young man but he brought to his office a lot of
life experience not only in small business but also
significant experience in local government.
Mr Thomas was certainly an interesting character.
Outwardly he was very tough and gruff but when
you got to know him, as Mr Baxter said, he was a
very friendly and warm person and he had many
friends on both sides of the house. If it came to an
issue on which he felt strongly about he would
certainly give you a strong opinion.
I was pleased to be able to represent members of this
house at the funeral1ast week and to jOin Mr White
and other members of Parliament. I join other
speakers in expressing my condolences to his family.

Motion agreed to in silence, honourable members.
showing unanimous agreement by standing in
their places.

Government Employee Housing Authority
(Repeal) Act
Local Government (Elections) Act
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (Amendment)
Act

GAS INDUSTRY (EXTENSION
OF SUPPLY) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Finance).

WATER (FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. M. A. BIRRELL
(Minister for Conservation and Environment).

STATE TAXATION (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Finance).

ADJOURNMENT
FISHERIES BILL
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - I move:
That, as a further mark of respect to the memory of the
late Honourable Herbert Arthur Thomas, the house do
now adjourn, until 4.00 p.m. this day.

Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. M. A. BIRRELL
(Minister for Conservation and Environment).

Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 2.46 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

The President took the chair at 4.03 p.m.

ROYAL ASSENT
Message read advising royal assent to:
Competition Policy Reform (Victoria) Act

City Link: traffic management
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Uika Jika) - I
direct my question to the Minister for Roads and
Ports--
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Hon. Bill Forwood - Surprise, surprise!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - He's the one in
the hot seat! I refer the minister to the agreed traffic
management measures under the City Link contract
which the government has defended as being
desirable. Which of these measures, if any, were
included in the contract at the request of the
government?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - The expressions of interest that went out to
the two bidders and were released by the former
government referred specifically to and gave an
invitation to the two bidders to include certain
traffic management measures as part of the bid, and
that was done.

Hon. HADDON STOREY -It was filmed on the
Mornington Peninsula and directed by
Melbourne-based Richard Franklin. It was awarded
as the best-adapted screenplay. Ray Barrett was
awarded as best supporting actor. Hotel Sorrento is
based on a Victorian play and was partly funded by
Film Victoria. The third major winning film, That
Eye, the Sky, is set in South Australia but was made
by a Melbourne director, produced in Melbourne
and was partly funded by Film Victoria.
Victorian films did extremely well, as did Victorian
television programs. The majority of awards went to
Frontline, Janus and Halifax fp, all of which are
produced in Melbourne.
Hon. D. R. White - Have you appeared on

Frontline?

Australian Film Institute awards
Hon. Bill FORWOOD (Templestowe) - Will the
Minister for the Arts outline to the house the
Significance to Victoria of the Australian Film
Institute awards held last Friday night?
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for the
Arts) - The AFI awards last Friday night were
supported by the Victorian government. For the first
time for many years the AA awards presentation
was professionally produced and able to be
televised nationally in association with the Screen
Producers Association of Australia conference which
was held in Melbourne last week and culminated in
the awards presentation. We had the opportunity of
having all the leading filmmakers in Melbourne for
some days and they were able to appreciate the
benefits of filmmaking in this state.
One of the good things about the awards ceremony
is that it recognised the best films made in Australia
last year, and nearly all of those were films made
either in Melbourne or by Melbourne filmmakers.
The film that took top honours, being awarded
seven awards, was Angel Baby, a remarkable film by
Michael Rymer, a first-time writer and director. The
leading actors, Jacqueline McKenzie and John
Lynch, won awards for leading male and female
actors. That film is set and was made in Melbourne
and it reflects the high quality of work being done in
this state. Hotel Sorrento was also filmed in Victoria.
Hon. K. M. Smith - On the MOrnington
Peninsula.

Hon. HADDON STOREY - I have not appeared
on Frontline, but some of the events depicted remind
me of things that happen in the Labor Party!
In Victoria in 1994-95 film production costs totalled
more than $108 million, which is approximately
39 per cent of the amount expended on filmmaking
in Australia. The Victorian film industry is doing
well, and the AFI awards have helped to emphasise
the significant quality of films being made in this
state. I commend Victorian filmmakers and the AFI.
Through the support of the Victorian government,
the AFI awards will be held in Melbourne next year
and the year after, when we will be able to celebrate
the even greater efforts of Victorian filmmakers.

Grand prix: sponsorship
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Doutta Galla) - Will the
Minister for Roads and Ports give an unequiVocal
guarantee that at no stage were there any
discussions between any levels of government,
including between the Melbourne Major Events
Company, Melbourne Grand Prix Promotions, the
Melbourne City Link Authority, the Australian
Grand Prix Corporation and Transurban or any
person associated with Transurban in relation to
sponsorship rights for the grand prix prior to the
signing of the City Link contract on 20 October?
Hon. Louise Asher interjected.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - The interjection of Ms Asher is apposite;
why didn't the honourable member include the tea
lady as well? The arrangement between Transurban
and the Australian Grand Prix Corporation is
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between the two organisations. It is a commercial
arrangement arrived at between the two and quite
separate from any discussions with or input from
the Melbourne City Link AuthOrity.

Bonlac factory: road access
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) - The Minister for
Roads and Ports will be aware of the decision by
Bonlac to build a new milk processing factory at
Damum in Gippsland. Will the minister advise the
house what action is being taken to improve road
access to the factory site?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - The development announced by Bonlac for
Damum in West Gippsland is a worthy investment
that will generate a substantial number of jobs in
Gippsland as well enhancing Victoria's premier
position as an exporter of high-quality, value-added
food products, especially from the dairy industry.
The investment desirably would entail the building
of an overpass of Princes Highway East at Darnum
because some 400 truck movements per day in
addition to employee journeys will be generated by
the establishment of the new factory.
One would have thought a development of that
nature requiring additional road works would have
met with the support of all persons concerned,
particularly local federal members of Parliament.
However, instead of endeavouring to assist in the
building of the overpass and in the making available
the $7.5 million required for the project, regrettably
the federal member for McMillan - a Labor
member, I advise the house -has taken it upon
himself to launch an attack on the Victorian
government by alleging in local newspapers a
deficiency in Victorian government spending on
roads in Gippsland.
The project is so worthy from a national perspective
that the Premier has written to the Prime Minister
and I have written to the Minister for Transport,
Mr Brereton, offering that we share the costs of the
project on a fifty-fifty basis.
I would have thought Mr Cunningham would have
supported that proposal. I regret that he has not
done so and in the process has understated by
approximately 50 per cent the money he alleges
Victoria is spending on the Princes Highway at
Gippsland. Mr Cunningham may well have regard
to the federal government tax take from fuel excise
in Victoria. I shall conclude with an interesting
statistic. Since 1992-93 the increase -not the

aggregate but the increase - in the fuel excise paid
by Victorian motorists amounts to some
$840 million. That money is being ripped out of their
pockets, and not one dollar of it has come back to
Victorian roads. On that basis alone the allocation of
approximately $3.5 million of that $840 million
would be justice for Victorian motorists.

City Link: traffic management
Hon. LlCIA KOKOCINSKI (Melbourne West) I refer the Minister for Roads and Ports to the agreed
traffic measures under the City Link contract, which
will result in the narrowing of Footscray Road and
Alexandra Avenue and the removal of clearways on
Toorak Road. Will the minister inform the house
what studies Vicroads has done on the impact of
those measures on traffic volumes in nearby
suburban streets, and will he undertake to make
those studies available to the house?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - Vicroads is the manager of roads for the
state and in particular the City of Melbourne. It is
constantly looking at ways to improve Victoria's
road network and, where possible, to return
residential amenity to streets being used as traffic
sewers but which were not designed for that
purpose. Those arrangements are all part of
Vicroads's ongoing traffic management of
Melbourne.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - On a point of order,
Mr President, every member of the house would
recognise that the minister is not prepared to answer
questions. The opposition has now asked three
specific questions, not one of which he has answered
or even attempted to answer. We recognise that
under the standing orders the way the minister
answers questions is up to him, but he has an
obligation to answer those questions. There has been
no attempt to answer the questions or to give
answers that relate in any way to the questions that
have been asked. I ask you, Mr President, to ask the
minister to answer this question.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The rules are very
clear. Whether the minister chooses to respond is a
matter for himself; there is no obligation to answer
the question.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! If the minister
chooses to respond, the answer must be responsive
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to the question. In each case, the answer given by the
minister was clearly responsive to the question.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! It may not have been
the answer required or sought by the questioner, but
that is not what the rules of the house provide. I call
MrGuest.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The rules of the
house are set by the house over a period of time. My
job is to uphold those rules, which I am doing.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Uphold them, not
reinterpret them. It is a disgrace.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The time allocated
for questions is 20 minutes. If there is continued
disruption they will finish at the end of 20 minutes.

Port Phillip: compulsory competitive
tendering
Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash) - Will the
Minister for Local Government tell the house of the
most recent development in the introduction of
competitive tendering in the City of Port Phillip?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - I am pleased to report on the
outcome and the announcement made by the Oty of
Port Phillip in respect of tenders called for the
conduct of its library service and the management of
its parks and gardens.
When competitive tendering was introduced I made
the point that councils would be better able to work
out what services they should be providing, how
they should be providing them and what costs
would be incurred. It is very clear that the concept of
competitive tendering has brought a new degree of
discipline to the council table. In addition, it allows
councils to test their services against the best
available from the private sector.
I am delighted to report that the City of Port Phillip
has awarded its library and parks and gardens
services to the in-house bid teams. Six tenders were
received for the parks and gardens contract and two
for the library contract. I am pleased to say that the
library team has set a new high-water mark in
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customer service standards. It provides even greater
access for the public and it is a very good outcome
indeed, prOviding a more efficient staff arrangement
and delivering services at what I believe to be a
reduced cost of something like 14 per cent.
I can also report that the parks and gardens service
contract was let to an in-house team. That is likely to
reduce the cost of maintenance by something like
30 per cent in that sector alone, which is an annual
saving of $1.3 million.
But the point I make is that the contract provides for
a whole range of quite innovative outcomes. For
instance, it goes to the issue of staff availability.
Given that the work in respect of the parks and
gardens is seasonal, under this contract staff will
take their recreation leave in the winter months and
will accumulate their rostered days off in the
summer and take them later in the year. In addition,
service improvements include, for the first time, a
parks and gardens customer service officer to ensure
complaints are addressed quickly. I think it is a very
good outcome indeed. The ratepayers of Port Phillip
are clearly the winners in this context.
I also make the point, notwithstanding all the
prophets of doom, that in my view it is time to
debate the facts rather than fiction. I suggest to
Mr White, who interjects, that this is competitive
tendering in action, resulting in better services at
reduced costs.

City Link: contractual arrangements
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gika Jika) - Will
the Minister for Roads and Ports confirm that under
the City Unk contract the state of Victoria will
indemnify Transurban for losses caused by
privatised electricity companies' failure to act
diligently in carrying out repairs or works which
affect traffic flows? Will he confirm or not confirm it;
will he answer a simple question from members in
this house?
Hon. W. R. BAnER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - Perhaps the Leader of the Opposition
would have learnt the answer if he had come along
to the briefing that I organised for the opposition,
but it was obviously too early in the morning for
him to do so. One might also ask why the shadow
Minister for Roads and Ports was not at the briefing
either. We know why that is so: he believes the
Labor Party's alternative plan, Access 2000, ought to
be trashed. That is why he was not at the briefing.
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Hon. D. R. White - He is not debating the
question, is he, Mr President?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - That is an interesting
interjection.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Ignore the
interjection and just answer the question.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - On the one hand I am
accused of not answering the question, and on the
other hand I am accused of debating the question.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - The issue raised in the
question was canvassed at length at the briefing held
last Friday. The situation is that if a utility acts
diligently it does not generate any sort of activity in
terms of the material adverse effect process. If a
utility does not act diligently it would be open to
Transurban to mount a case. If that case was proven,
the state would recover from the utility any remedy
that was provided to Transurban.
Hon. D. R. White - It would recover from the
state government. You've got it wrong, Billy! Go and
check the script.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER-MrPresident-Hon. D. R. White - They don't recover from the
energy company, but from the state government.
Check the contract.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER -If you read what I said in
my answer, you will find it is correct.

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Aged
Care) -It is an important subject, and one on which
quite a deal of misinformation has been provided to
the public since the phone-in was organised. In fact,
it is possible that many people in the community
might be very concerned about the standard of care
provided in nursing homes in this state. I assure the
house that the standard of care provided in the
overwhelming majority of nursing homes in Victoria
is very high; it is required to be high in order for
them to maintain commonwealth registration.
I have not as yet received the report from the ANF,
despite the fact that my office heads contacted the
federation and sought the information that has been
widely publicised, only to be informed that the
information might not be available until the end of
this week or early next week. As soon as it is
received I shall ensure it is investigated by the
appropriate authorities. If it relates to the standard
of care in nursing homes, it will be referred to the
commonwealth, and I have no doubt the monitoring
teams funded and operated by the commonwealth
will investigate those claims. If it relates to the
administration of drugs, which is a state
responsibility, the state department will certainly
investigate it.
The reported cases highlight the need to pUblicise
the range of avenues open to people who are
concerned about the level of care. The first and most
appropriate avenue would be the commonwealth
standards monitoring teams. Secondly, any
complaints made to the state Department of Health
and Community Services will certainly be referred
to the commonwealth. Thirdly, the Health Services
Commissioner also has power to investigate
complaints.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT -Order! We have spent more
than 20 minutes on questions without notice. It is in
the hands of the house and in my hands as to
whether we proceed, and I will not proceed unless
there is order in the house.

Aged care: nursing homes
Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham) -Has
the Minister for Aged Care received a report from
the Australian Nursing Federation following its
phone-in last Saturday regarding nursing home care,
and what action does he propose to take on that
subject?

In conclusion, I want to refute the following
statement made by the Leader of the Opposition,
Mr Brumby, on 3AW yesterday:

Anybody can walk in off the street, set up a nursing
home, employ anybody at all in the nursing home to
administer some medicines, to look after people, to
wash them and so on.
That kind of comment generates alarm in the
community, and it is outrageous for him to say that
when it is wrong. The law in this state requires that
the only people who can operate nursing homes are
those who have been approved by the
commonwealth government, who are being funded
by the commonwealth government and who are
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subject to the monitoring of the commonwealth
government.
The commonwealth government has made it very
clear that it is determined to ensure that the highest
quality of care is provided in the nursing homes that
operate not only in this state but in every other state
in Australia.

Port of Portland: sale
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Oika Jika) - I refer
the Minister for Roads and Ports to recent press
reports indicating that a consortium which is being
advised by Mr Michael Kroger's merchant bank, J.
T. Campbell and Co. Ltd, has expressed
interest-Hon. Louise Asher - And Holding Redlich!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Rubbish! The
reports indicate that Mr Kroger's merchant bank has
expressed interest in purchasing the port of
Portland. Will the minister advise the house whether
he or his staff have had any discussions with
Mr Kroger in relation to the privatisation of the port
of Portland?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - The sale of the port of Portland was
advertised in the newspapers about a week or two
weeks ago. The expressions of interest have not yet
closed. I do not know whether any consortium with
which Mr Kroger may be associated is likely to put
in a bid or nol That is simply open to them. I have
not spoken to Mr Kroger for many months, but he is
certainly someone whom I see from time to time
around the corridors of this building because he is
here on occasions, and he is also a person whom I
sometimes pass the time of day with while waiting
for aircraft out at Tullamarine airport.

Environment: government projects
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) -1 remind
the Minister for Conservation and Environment of
the fact that through a range of programs in this
state Victorians have demonstrated their interest in
supporting government initiatives to improve our
environment. Can the minister advise the house of
some new opportunities that have been developed
to enable Victorians to get involved in practical
environmental protection projects?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Conservation
and Environment) - 1 am pleased to report to the
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house on initiatives announced recently, with the
government working through the Recycling and
Resource Recovery Council, the Environment
Protection AuthOrity and the Australian
Conservation Foundation. All three groups have
contributed to create additional opportunities to
become involved in practical self-help
environmental protection issues.
Last week 1 had the pleasure of launching the
Australian Greenhouse Scorecard, which is a
world-first computer program developed by the
Victorian EPA for use in Australian households and
schools. This user-friendly program helps
householders calculate the output of greenhouse
gases from their homes and the best way of reducing
emissions. The fully tested program can be easily
run on a home personal computer - and being a
computer, it asks some of the blunt questions about
our wasteful habits which might otherwise go
unasked. This project is supported by ANZECC, the
meeting of federal and state conservation ministers,
and is based on the research that has been done here
to ensure that we can launch this program at the
national level and get it installed in a number of
homes, schools and other public places.
At the same time 1 also launched the Waste
Reduction Network Directory, which has been
developed by the Australian Conservation
Foundation for the Recycling and Resource
Recovery Council.
The directory provides a comprehensive list of
commercial outlets that sell materials and
commodities for re-use. In addition to providing
valuable for consumers, the directory also serves as
an important reminder of the benefits of re-using
materials to prevent unnecessary waste.
There is no doubt that these types of practical
products will ensure that we not only recycle waste
but reduce or re-use it - and 1 stress the importance
of the last two options that are available to us.
1 thank the EPA and the Recycling and Resource
Recovery Council for their initiatives in this area. 1
also thank the Australian Conservation Foundation
for its role in these achievements. The foundation
obviously was pivotal in ensuring that we had the
outreach to make this project work and in particular
to ensure that additional people were brought
together to get the directory in place.
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Together these two products give Victorians the
opportunity of getting the information they need. to
assist in improving our environment.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE
Export of environmental services
Hon. G. B. ASHMAN (Boronia) presented report
on inquiry into export of environmental services
and associated technologies, together with
appendices and minutes of evidence.
Hon. G. B. ASHMAN (Boronia) (By leave) - The
reference for an inquiry into the export of
environmental services and associated technologies
was given to the Economic Development Committee
approximately 12 months ago. It has been a complex
inquiry and I am pleased to report to the house that
the report has the total support of the committee.
The committee had some Vigorous debate at the
stage when committee members were adopting
recommendations, but, unlike the situation with
previous reports, the debate was focused on issues.
There were occasions when arguments one would
have anticipated coming from the left were in fact
put by my colleague, Mr Davis, and other occasions
when the arguments one would have anticipated
coming from the right were in fact put by Mr Power.
The range of opinions within the committee went
the full circle and was bipartisan.
The report identifies a number of Victoria's
competitive strengths in the export of environmental
services, particularly in the areas of water quality
mOnitoring, air quality control, site remediation and,
very recently, cleaner production techniques. Today
Victoria's environmental services export market is in
the order of $300 million per annum, and by the year
2000 it is estimated that it will be in the order of
$1 billion. There is an unlimited potential for export
opportunities in this new and exciting sector of
environmental services.

those in South-East Asia - Indonesia and Thailand
being key markets - and the developing markets of
China and India, but it does not suggest that we
should ignore the traditional markets, which are
important, or markets in Eastern Europe. The
committee has made recommendations on how the
Victorian government should encourage industry to
pursue those markets.
In conclusion I thank the committee members and
research staff for their contribution to the report. The
principal research officer, Terry Ritson, was with the
committee for six months and was followed by John
Dalton. Richard Willis, the executive officer, and
Con Chara, the office manager, also made Significant
contributions.
I thank the members of the committee for their
contributions. We met consistently because the
workload before us was demanding. The members
met the challenges and produced an excellent report.
The committee now looks forward to its next
challenge, which is an inquiry into the funding and
commercialisation of medical research.
Laid on table.
Ordered that report and appendices be printed.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND
REGULATIONS COMMITTEE

Alert Digest No. 13
Hon. B. A. E. SKEGGS (l'emplestowe) presented
Alert Digest No. 13 of 1995, together with appendix.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Oerk:
Auditor-General's Office - Report, 1994-95.

It is also significant that the sector is dominated by
small business. Almost all the companies with
which the committee spoke during the course of the
inquiry would be classified as small businesses.
They involved entrepreneurs and others pursuing
new technolOgies, ideas, manufacturing, new
equipment and marketing the services. The report
recommends assistance that should be made
available to those small companies to help them
market their technologies offshore to nations such as

Casino and Gaming Authority - Report, 3 June 1994 to
30 June 1995.
Chief E1ectricallnspector's Office - Report, 1994-95.

City of Melbourne Superannuation Fund - Report,
1994-95.
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Coal Mine Workers' Pensions Tribunal- Report,
1994-95.
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National Crime Authority - Report, 1994-95
(including comments on the report by the
Inter-Governmental Committee) (two papers).

Coliban Region Water Authority -Report, 1994-95.
Dairy Industry Authority - Report, 1994-95.
Dandenong Hospital- Report, 1994-95.
East Gippsland Region Water Authority - Report,
1994-95.
Emergency Services Superannuation Scheme - Report,
1994-95.
Geelong Hospital- Report, 1994-95.
Generation Victoria - Treasurer's advice of failure of
Generation Victoria to submit 1994-95 report to him
within the prescribed period and the reasons therefor
and extension of time granted until 10 November 1995
to submit the report.

Otway Health and Community Service - Report,
1994-95.
Parliamentary Contributory Superannuation Fund Report, 1994-95.
Penshurst and District Memorial Hospital - Report,
1994-95 (two papers).
Planning and Environment Act 1987 -Notices of
Approval of the following amendments to planning
schemes:
Ballaarat (City) Planning SchemeAmendment LS9.
Bendigo - Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme Amendments U, L34 and 1.36.
Berwick Planning Scheme - Amendment LlOO.

Goulburn-Murray Rural Water Authority - Report,
1994-95 (two papers).

Birchip Planning Scheme - Amendment U.

Grants Commission - Report, year ended 31 August
1995.

Campaspe Planning Scheme - Amendment Ll.

Hamilton Base Hospital- Report, 1994-95 (two
papers).

Croydon Planning Scheme - Amendment L74.

Hesse Rural Health Service - Report, 1994-95 (two
papers).
Hospitals Superannuation Board - Report, 1994-95.
Hospitals Superannuation Fund - Actuarial
Investigation as at 30 June 1995.
Local Authorities Superannuation Board - Report,

Bulla Planning Scheme - Amendment Ll10.

Chiltern Planning Scheme - Amendment U6.

Dandenong Planning Scheme - Amendments UO
and U1.
Darebin Planning Scheme - Amendments U and
L7.
Diamond Valley Planning Scheme Amendment L58.
Doncaster and Templestowe Planning Scheme Amendment L76.

1994-95.

Essendon Planning Scheme - Amendments 1.55
and LS7.

Meat Authority - Report, 1994-95.

Flinders Planning Scheme - Amendment Ll35.

Melbourne Water Corporation Act 1992 - Minister for
Natural Resources' direction of 2S May 1995 to
Melbourne Water Corporation.
Mental Health Review Board and Psychosurgery
Review Board - Report, 1994-95.
Mid-Goulburn Regional Water Board - Report,
1994-95.

Geelong - Greater Geelong Planning Scheme Amendments R126 and RL124.
Hastings Planning Scheme - Amendment 1.68
Part 1.
Healesville Planning Scheme - Amendment L59.
Horsham (Rural City) Planning Scheme Amendment 1.5.
Keilor Planning Scheme - Amendment L90.
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Kerang (Borough) Planning Scheme Gannawarra Amalgamation Amendment.
Kerang (Shire) Planning Scheme - Amendment
1.6.

Public Service Commissioner's Office - Report,
1994-95.
Queen Elizabeth Centre, Ballarat - Report, 1994-95
(two papers).

Lillydale Planning Scheme - Amendment Ll56.
Macedon Ranges Planning Scheme Amendment u.
Milawa Planning Scheme - Amendment u.
Mitchell Planning Scheme - Amendment 1..36.
Moira Planning Scheme - Amendments L6 and

Radiation Advisory Committee - Report, year ended
30 September 1995.
Southern Rural Water AuthOrity - Report, 1994-95.
South West Water Authority - Report, 1994-95 (two
papers).

LB.
Momington Planning Scheme - Amendment 1.57.
Narracan Planning Scheme - Amendments 1..36
and IAS.

Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Cemeteries Act 1958 -No. 137.
Magistrates' Court Act 1989 -No. 136.

Oakleigh Planning Scheme - Amendment U3.

Physiotherapists Act 1978 - No. 138.

Orbost Planning Scheme - Amendment U4
Part 1.

Supreme Court Act 1986 -No. 135.

Pakenham Planning Scheme - Amendment Ll04.
Port Phillip Planning Scheme - Amendments Ll
and L14.

Ringwood Planning Scheme - Amendment U7.

Vegetation and Vine Diseases Act 1958 - No. 134.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 - Ministers'
exemption certificates under section 9{6) in respect of
Statutory Rules Nos 134, 137, 138/1995.
Sunraysia Rural Water Authority -Report, 1994-95.

Rodney Planning Scheme - Amendment L70.
South Gippsland Planning Scheme Amendment L35.
Springvale Planning Scheme - Amendment L58.
Surf Coast Planning Scheme - Amendments U1
and R13.
Swan Hill (Shire) Planning Scheme - Amendment
U1.
Upper Yarra Planning Scheme - Amendment U2.
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges
Regional Strategy Plan - Amendment No. 81.
Waverley Planning Scheme - Amendment 1..56.
Whittlesea Planning Scheme - Amendment L118.
Williamstown Planning Scheme Amendment 1..36.

Superannuation Board - Report, 1994-95.
Tattersa1l Sweep Consultation - Financial statements,
1994-95.
United Energy Umited - Treasurer's advice of failure
of United Energy Umited to submit 1994-95 report to
him within the prescribed period and the reasons
therefor.
Westernport Memorial Hospital- Report, 1994-95.
Westernport Region Water Authority - Report,
1994-95.
Wimmera-Mallee Rural Water Authority - Report,
1994-95.
Wonthaggi and District Hospital- Report, 1994-95.

Wonthaggi Planning Scheme - Amendment U4.
Portland Coast Region Water Authority - Report,
1994-95.
Public Prosecutions Office - Report, 1994-95
[incorporating reports of the Director of Public
Prosecutions and the Committee for Public
Prosecutions ].

Yarram and District Health Service - Report, 1994-95.
Youth Parole Board and Youth Residential BoardReports, 1993-94 and 1994-95 (two papers).
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Proclamations of His Excellency the Governor in
CoWlci1 fixing operative dates in respect of the
following Acts:
Health Acts (Amendment) Act 1995 - Sections 8
to 11-1 January 1996 (Gazette No. G44,
9 November 1995).
Melbourne and Olympic Parks (Amendment) Act
1995 - Parts 4 and 5 - 9 November 1995 (Gazette
No. G44, 9 November 1995).
University Acts (Further Amendment) Act 1995 Whole Act (except sections 1, 2, 57 and 75) 1 November 1995 (Gazette No. 5109, 1 November
1995).

MENT AL HEALTH
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 31 October; motion of Hon.
R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing).
Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - This bill
amends the Mental Health Act 1986 and represents a
si~~t overhaul of that act. In 1986 a package of
le~lation was debated extensively and carried by
Parliament when three bills pertaining to intellectual
disability, guardianship and mental health were
passed. It represented almost a revolution in
legislation in that field. It is probably hard for those
who were not involved in those debates to
understand how excited we all were at the advent of
such legislation and how concepts that we now take
for granted, such as intellectual disability and
psychiatric illness or mental illness, were for the first
time clearly distinguished in our state law. It was
watershed legislation for Australia. By the end of the
decade most of it was copied by other states.
In addition to the distinctions and definitions
contained in the original legislation certain courses
of action flowed from them and were set out.

Clearly from time to time legislation like this will
need amendment, probably as we get to know more
about mental illness and as treatments become more
sophisticated and subsequently change.
I believe this bill attempts to deal with the criticism
contained in recent commonwealth reports and in
the Burdekin report entitled Report of the national
inquiry into the human rights of people with a mental
illness. It attempts also to provide the legislative base
for the new models of service delivery currently

?ein~ impl~ment~

and to bring the 1986 legislation
mto line WIth vanous national and international
codes.
Certainly our understanding of mental illness and its
treatment has come an enormously long way in the
past 50 years. In respect of one form of mental
illness, schizophrenia, which touches so many
families in Australia, Anne Deveson says on page 48
of her remarkably courageous book Tell Me I'm Here:
Before the 19505 when the drugs were developed, there
was no effective treatment of schizophrenia. Most
people who became ill went on a one-way ticket to an
asylum, with little chance of ever being able to return to
the outside world. I went to one of these institutions in
the days before medication was known, and I still have
memories of people tormented by their psychoses, and
with nothing to bring them relief. They how led, they
rocked, they talked to themselves and to anyone who
would listen. Some gesticulated, some screamed, some
lay curled up in dejected bundles on the green linoleum
floor. The building smelled of urine, faeces, disinfectant
and despair.
The history of mental illness helps to explain the
weight of oppression that people with the illness have
inherited, and. still struggle against. It also lets us see
how the way we view an illness affects the way we
treat it, and how, in turn, this affects its outcome.
In the Middle Ages, when mental illness was seen as a
mark of the Devil. people were burned as witches or
cast out to wander the countryside. They were
consigned aboard a 'ship of fools' to sail the canals of
Europe on never-ending journeys of despair. At
London's Bethlehem Hospital (known as 'Bedlam'), up
until 1770, the general public could pay a penny
admittance to view the patients who were chained to
cells, in galleries, lilce caged animals in a zoo.
In Victorian times, treatment was based on the belief
that mental illness was usually a degenerative
condition brought about by weakness of character. The
majority of mentally ill people were consigned to
asylums, and although treatment was sometimes
humane, many endured cruelty, filth and starvation.
The recovery rate in some places was estimated to be
less than 3 per cent.
Hospitals remained the primary place of care for most
mentally ill people until the 1950s. The Victorian
treatments of purging, flogging and drenching perhaps attempts to 'shock' people out of their
madness - were now replaced by insulin, shock
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treatment and even lobotomies, reflecting a savage
desperation to find some kind of cure.
Then, in the 19205 and 19305, psychoanalysts began
questioning whether the basis of schizophrenia was
physical, or was caused by traumatic childhood
experiences or bad parenting. These theories were
further developed in the 19505 and 1960s, when the
anti-psychiatry movement saw schizophrenia as a label
for scapegoating people who were eccentric or difficult
to live with. None of the beliefs was substantiated by
valid research, and they have since been discredited,
but for a long time they led to cruel criticism of families
of people with schizophrenia.
The discovery of the anti-psychotic drugs in the 19505

at last enabled people who were mentally ill to manage
their illness and to live in the community. Although
these drugs are not a cure for schizophrenia, the
outcome with them has steadily improved so that,
today, some 60 per cent of people who were diagnosed
schizophrenic 30 years ago will either have recovered
completely or be much improved.

These drugs do not cure the illness, but they help
reduce some of the most terrifying symptoms of
chronic illness, enabling people to have control over
their illness and to live in the community, sometimes
on a permanent and continuing basis. For others
there will need to be periods of admission and
treatment.
Obviously things are much better than they were
but in a COWltry like ours, which claims to be
civilised, there is an enormously long way to go in
our understanding and resourcing of a system that
touches so many individual lives and families.
Continual advances must be made in the care that is
given and the treatment that is available.
When the commonwealth govenunent and I, as the
Minister for Community Services, were about to
embark on the redevelopment of the big shelters for
homeless people I discovered that they contained a
Significant number of yOWlg people, not the
middle-aged, alcohol-abusing population that I had
been led to expect I would meet A number of young
people had been liberated, I suppose to a large
extent by the new drugs, but were still in need of
shelter and care and a framework for their lives. I
knew then, as we all know, that it was not the right
setting for those young people, despite the best
attempts and efforts of the agencies involved.
This bill is based on the document Victoria's mental

health services: the framework for service delivery,
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released in April 1994, the Australian health
ministers' Mental health statement of rights and
responsibilities and the United Nations' Principles for

the care and protection of people with a mental illness and

for the improvement of mental health care. Although I

shall move some amendments during the committee
stage, I point out that the opposition does not
oppose the bill. Indeed, we acknowledge that it
broadly reflects the thinking in this field over the
past five years.
However, legislation is only one part of the package
that makes up good, humane, civilised and
sophisticated psychiatric care. Resources constitute
the other indispensable part, and advocacy should
never be forgotten. Unfortunately I must place on
record the very large broken promise in this area of
government. Despite the government's commitment
to maintaining and where possible increasing
funding for psychiatric services, those services have
been cut to the extent that the federal govenunent is
threatening to intervene.
In the Sunday Age of 29 October an article by Ben
Mitche1l headed 'Threat to cut mental health funds'
states:
The federal government has threatened to withhold
millions of dollars in health funding from Victoria,
claiming the state government has broken an
agreement 01\ mental health spending.

In a letter to her state counterpart, Mrs Marie Tehan,.
the federal health minister, Or Carmen Lawrence,
claimed that Victoria slashed more than $18 million
from its mental health budget despite a 1992 Medicare
agreement preventing any reduction in spending.
Or Lawrence said unless the state government could

explain why spending had fallen, future
commonwealth grants for mental health would be cut
'I noted that despite Victoria's commitment ... to
maintain expenditure in real terms, overall spending on
mental health services in 1993-94 was reduced,'
Or Lawrence said in the letter, which has been obtained
by the Sunday Age.

1 am now writing to ask you to show cause why 1
should not reduce future commonwealth payments to
Victoria ... in light of Victoria's reduced funding.
The letter said Mrs Tehan must provide information,
before 3 November, on how Victoria planned to meet
its 'obligations' under the agreement.
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The state government is scheduled to receive $6 million
for mental health this year under the agreement.

In the interests of balance I will quote the remainder
of the article:
Mr James Tonkin, a spokesman for Mrs Tehan, said the
minister had already responded to Or Lawrence's

letter. He said Victoria had not broken the agreement
and that in a letter sent to Or Lawrence, Mrs Tehan said
that year-to-year fluctuations in spending were not
prohibited under the agreement.
'Claims that Victoria reduced its mental health budget
by 5.8 per cent are selective and misleading because
your department has refused to acknowledge
$13.4 million spent on vital mental health structural
reforms,' Mrs Tehan's letter said.

Under the agreement, state governments must not
reduce spending on mental health below 1992-93 levels.
Figures from the second National Mental Health
Report show that Victoria cut its spending by 5.8 per
cent.
Or Lawrence's spokesman said: 'The agreement is
pretty clear, as a minimum they must maintain
expenditure for specialised mental health services at
the 1992-93 level and that any savings they make on
services should be redeployed within the mental health
area.

What Victoria has actually done is reduce its funds by
about $18 million to $19 million and kept the money.'

The opposition welcomes at some stage a comment
from the minister about the resources for psychiatric
services because quite obviously it regards the
allegations contained in the article as extremely
serious.
Psychiatric services is not an area that can survive
with any diminution of funds at all. It was very clear
in the coalition's commitment during the lead-up to
the last election that there would not be a
diminution of funds. Therefore the opposition is
interested to hear something from the minister about
resources and whether he is able to provide
information. Legislation can take things so far but no
further if adequate resources are not prOVided.
The following are the main issues the opposition
wishes to canvass in this bill. Clauses 4 and 10
remove provisions relating to voluntary patients.
Clause 4(b) inserts a definition of treatment which
appears different from the common-law definition

because it excludes the word 'care'. Clause 15
introduces a definition of mental illness that
includes personality disorders where a person is
self-mutilating. Clause 12 allows for mental health
practitioners to authorise involuntary transport to
hospital if a doctor is not available. Section 106 of the
act, which relates to the powers of the Chief
Psychiatrist, includes a responsibility to investigate
complaints concerning refusal or failure without any
time requirement on the Chief Psychiatrist to
investigate such a complaint.
I shall speak firstly about what I see as this
legislation's focus on involuntary treatment for
mental illness. Several groups have expressed
serious concerns about this matter. One of these
groups is Catholic Social Services, an umbrella
agency with a great deal of practical experience in
the field. In a letter dated 23 October 1995 to the
opposition's shadow minister Father Kevin Mogg,
the Director of Catholic Social Services, states:
I believe that the Mental Health (Amendment) Bill is to
be debated in Parliament shortly. There are two serious
concerns about the bill which I wish to express while at
the same time supporting the general intent of the
government of bringing Victoria's mental health
legislation into line with the model mental health
legislation released by the Australian Health Ministers
Advisory Council (AHMAC).
The first concern is that section 10 of the amending bill
repeals all provisions relating to voluntary admissions
in division 1 of part 3 of the principal act. The debate
about whether such voluntary provisions should be
included in the act is canvassed in volume one of the
report of AHMAC on model mental health legislation.
The model mental health legislation included
provisions for voluntary admission and for appeals to
the Chief Psychiatrist if admission was not granted, as
provided for in the current Mental Health Act 1986. It is
of great concern that these provisions are now to be
repealed through the current bill.

1.

Far from stigmatising people with mental illness,
voluntary admission provisions encourage and
support people with a mental illness who are
sufficiently aware of a decline in their condition to
seek treatment including in-patient treatment.
Removal of voluntary status would stigmatise
people who have been hospitalised. All persons
hospitalised for mental illness would be known to
have been 'detained' for treatment.

2.

The amending bill has the effect of reducing access to

in-patient services. Not only must a doctor agree
that in-patient treatment would be an appropriate
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treabnent for their patient but the doctor must now
agree that 'detaining' for treabnent is necessary
under law. Admission for other forms of medical
treabnent is primarily a clinical decision between
the doctor and patient based on the informed
consent of the patient. There are grounds for
retaining this relationship in decision making
where mental illness is the condition in question.
3.

One of the effects of these proposed provisions will be
to disguise the demand for acute in-patient care.
Doctors will be most reluctant to authorise the
admission and detaining of a person for in-patient
treabnent because involuntary admission
represents infringement of individual rights.

The Australian Conference of Leaders of Religious
Institutes in its response to the Australian Health
Ministers Advisory Council national working group on
mental health policy on model mental health legislation
stated that 'The ACLRI strongly agrees with the
provisions in the model mental health law that the
rights of voluntary patients be explicitly allowed and
upheld. The model law should also present the
arguments for the rights of voluntary patients more
convincingly in the notes accompanying the model
mental health legislation'. Consumer groups with
whom Catholic Social Services consulted during the
consultation process for this bill were vigorously
opposed. to the removal of the voluntary admission
provisions.

In addition to the obvious implications for the
autonomy of the individual, focusing on involuntary
treatment discourages individual responsibility and
prevention through early intervention. It may well
also lead to an increase in the number of involuntary
patients. Clearly, focusing on involuntary treatment
has serious implications not only for the person who
is involuntarily detained but also for the rights of
people voluntarily seeking psychiatric seIVices.
Principle 15 of the United Nations principles for the
protection of persons with mental illness and for the
improvement of mental health care states:
Where a person needs treabnent in a mental health
facility, every effort shall be made to avoid involuntary
admission.

Involuntary status means that a person can be
detained and treated without his or her informed
consent or against his or her will. Involuntary status
does not protect the person with a mental illness. It
is a mechanism which facilitates his or her access to
treatment.
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There is no data about the number of people refused
admission to psychiatric hospitals but there is
increasing anecdotal evidence about how difficult it
is for a person to be admitted to hospital unless he or
she is recommended for involuntary status. That
suggests that a person may have to be in a crisis
before he or she can be admitted to hospital.
The opposition fears that a system focusing on
involuntary treatment will have large numbers of
involuntary patients and that the wrong signals will
be sent to the large number of people who may need
admission for preventive purposes before they
become very seriously ill and possibly dangerous to
themselves and to others.
The next concern the opposition has, which it shares
with the Catholic Social SeIVices, is a matter referred
to in the second part of the letter from Father Mogg,
which states:
A second concern related to 'duty of care' under the
bill. This amending bill includes a definition for
treabnent (section 4(b) of the amending bill relating to
section 3 of the principal act) which is more
instrumental in its approach than the Denning
definition used by the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal on an appeal from a decision of the Mental
Health Review Board. The Denning definition uses 'the
exercise of professional skill' while this amending bill
uses a narrow definition, ie, 'things done in the course
of the exercise of professional skills'. When the narrow
definition is considered in conjunction with the
proposed amendments to the criteria for admission to
in-patient services (section 11 of the amending bill
relating to section 8(1) of the principal act) it is clear
that many people with a mental illness will be denied
admission to in-patient services because their needs
relate to holistic mental health care rather than specific
instrumental clinical procedures. This appears to be an
erosion of the duty of care extant in the Mental Health
Act 1986, an issue which the Australian Conference of
Leaders of Religious Institutes also raised with the
Australian Health Ministers Advisory Council national
working group on mental health policy.

The letter goes on to urge that a broader definition of
treatment be included in the bill. The opposition will
move an amendment during the committee stage in
an attempt to allow for that broader definition of
treatment.
The opposition draws attention to the definition of
mental illness in clause 11, which includes
personality disorders where a person is
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self-mutilating. That has been characterised by
sections of the press as the Garry David amendment.
There is, I know, considerable trepidation within the
ranks of health professionals that this change will
strain already stretched resources even further, and
there is general nervousness about the inclusion of
people with personality disorders in the psychiatric
services client group. It seems to me that this
definition is appropriately narrow, and speaking as
somebody who had to live through every chapter of
the troubling and awful Garry David saga, I
certainly support it.
Clause 12 relates to the transportation of people who
are to be involuntarily admitted to mental health
facilities, and for the first time gives power to people
other than doctors to authorise that transport, in the
last resort. There is, we know, concern about this
prOvision, probably because it is not made clear who
the people that can make that order will be. I ask the
minister representing the Minister for Health
whether he is in a poSition to set out who can give
such an order.
Other important provisions in the bill, such as clause
17, relate to community treatment orders,
proceedings before the Mental Health Review
Board, psychosurgery and electroconvulsive
therapy, mechanical restraint and seclusion, and the
observation of patients that is to be carried out by
clinical staff.
I have some concerns about clause SO, which could
pave the way for the privatisation of services for
involuntary and security patients. Oearly the
opposition would hope that new services gaining
approval would be only those delivered by
not-for-profit mental health service providers who
have a demonstrated record of capacity to provide
high quality mental health services.
There is much about this legislation that we support,
but we continue to have concerns. To allay those
concerns I shall be moving amendments in the
committee stage of the bill. The opposition will also
continue to be actively critical about resource issues.
Mental illness touches many families in Australia.
We have made great advances in this field in the
past 30 years or so and we must now exercise
absolute vigilance to ensure that there is no going
backwards. This is not an area that can sustain cuts.
Clearly there can be changes to the way things are
done, such as work practices, but I do not believe it
can sustain cuts. Any money saved in the process of
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service development must be returned to the
community in the form of supported
accommodation, education, recreation and other
programs spanning a huge range of needs. The
community must be prepared and educated to
handle some of these service development questions.
The recent advertisements on television which
showed young people being as matter-of-fact about
mental illness as they were about a colleague's
diabetes were a good start to the removal of stigma.
There is much stigma in the community. I
understand that service redevelopment or
deinstitutionalisation has proceeded quickly.
Nobody in this house would have difficulty or take
issue with the principles that Wlderpin that, but the
community must be prepared for the way people
with psychiatric illness are received into the
community.
There is enormous scope for better
community-based services, either specific discrete
ones or perhaps services run by community health
services. There is an enormous amoWlt of work that
can be done in community education and in
prOviding good, sound programs based in the
community for people with mental illness.
There will always be a need for some people to be
hospitalised. I believe in the concept of asylum,
which means a safe place for people to retreat when
they know they are very ill and perhaps dangerous
to themselves and need time away from community
concerns. The institutions that remain must be of
high quality. Such institutions should be quiet and
safe places for people who are sick. People must
have the ability to retreat to psychiatric services, be
they mainstream or not. There is always a need for
something special or specialised. These are issues
that those of us who are interested in social policy
around mental illness will debate for many years.
The issues -such as deinstitutionalisation taking
care of everything -are never Simple. We still have
a great deal to do in preparing the community for its
role in providing a good and safe place for people
with mental illness to live. Community education,
good resourcing, an extensive range of care services
and appropriate legislation are all part of the answer
that a civilised community must give to the very sad
and troubling questions of mental illness.
We, as members of Parliament, and the government
in particular, must always be alert to those
questions. When I had responsibility for the health
portfolio the single most useful advice I ever
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received about psychiatric questions did not, with
respect, come from the many dedicated
professionals and public servants, who gave good.
advice, but from a group of mothers who operated
under the name of Changing Attitudes Towards
Schizophrenia, known as CATS. I met with them
every six to eight weeks and listened to what they
had to say about their practical everyday concerns in
caring for, looking after and loving their children
who suffered from varying degrees of mental illness.
In a short period I learned much more from them
than from briefing papers and from the professional
advice, which was good. advice.
It is a huge job for govenunent, especially for the
Minister for Health of the day. All members of
Parliament must listen carefully when constituents
come to them with practical concerns and stories
about how difficult it has been to do something or
how much better something has become. There are
the good and bad stories. We must be alert to those
questions and concerns because basically the clients
and their families are the people who can best
explain this troubling area so that we can ensure our
legislation is good. legislation and that we as an
opposition can make certain the govenunent
continues to resource psychiatric services correctly.
In that way we can all be advocates for people with
mental illness.

At least the pendulum has swung in one good.
direction. There is not one person in this house who
would want to see a stigma attached to people with
mental illness. We must all recognise that we have a
responsibility to provide appropriate services and to
make life as easy as possible for people who often
have difficult times.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Monash) - I will direct
my comments to the key features of the bill as I see
them and to placing the bill in the context of the
point we have reached today, explaining why and
how we have reached that point as a govenunent
and a country, in view of the fact that national
agreements underlie the bill.
The bill is the result of extensive consultation. Its key
point is to emphasise the rights of people with a
mental illness. I am humbled at being present in the
house today when there is general agreement that
people with a mental illness have a series of rights
and that those rights have been articulated and are
expressed in legislation that hopefully will be
another step forward in the continuum of
improvement in the way people with a mental
illness are treated in our community -and I do not

mean treated in the medical sense but in the social
sense.
The purposes of the bill are simple yet breathtaking,
namely:
(a) to introduce principles for the provision of treatment
and care to people with a mental disorder;
(b) to remove provisions for voluntary admissions;

(c) generally to amend and update the law relating to
mental health.

That sounds simplistic, but a sweeping, substantial
bill is before the house. I will comment briefly on a
number of features of the bill before speaking on the
context in which the bill has arrived before the house.
A key feature of the bill is that it gives a statutory
definition of mental illness. The need for such a
definition arose from the Report of the National

Inquiry into the Rights of People with a Mental Illness,
which was issued in 1993. The report indicated that
Victoria had possibly the best legislation
Australia-wide but that one of its deficiencies was
the lack of a statutory definition of mental illness. A
definition has been inserted into the principal act via
clause 11 of the amending bill:
... a person is mentally ill if he or she has a mental
illness, being a medical condition that is characterised
by a significant disturbance of thought, mood,
perception or memory.

1be deficiency identified in Victorian law has been
addressed through a massive consultation process
resulting in an agreed statutory definition to be
inserted into the Mental Health Act 1986.
The second key feature of the bill, one significantly
discussed by the opposition, concerns voluntary
admission. The government's motivation for
removing from the principal act the category of
voluntary admission is simply that it wishes to
reduce the stigma attached to mental illness. If
someone is voluntarily admitted to hospital for a
mental illness, that should be on the same terms
with regard to the attitudes of that person and the
hospital staff as any other voluntary admission to an
acute hospital. The laudable rationale is simply to
treat a voluntary admission to a hospital for mental
illness in the same way as a voluntary admission for
any other condition is treated, thereby reducing the
associated stigma.
I understand that some concerns have been raised,
but during an extensive period of consultation it was
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generally agreed that voluntary admissions should
be treated in that manner. I will mention later some
concerns of the Catholic Social Services and others.
Perhaps they have not quite understood the
rationale of the bill and may have misunderstood its
intent.
I am pleased to see enshrined in legislation

significant changes to the objects of the act, the
objectives of the Department of Health and
Community Services and the functions of the
secretary. Clause 6(1) makes such important changes
that I will refer to them specifically. The objects of
the act are amended by the substitution of the
following:
(a) to provide for the care, treatment and protection of
mentally ill people who do not or cannot consent
to that care, treatment or protection; and
(ab) to facilitate the provision of treatment and care to
people with a mental disorder; and
(ac) to protect the rights of people with a mental
disorder.

It is fundamental and critical that the rights of
people with a mental disorder be defined in
legislation. Partly in response to the concerns of
various members of the house regarding the
intention of the bill, I will quote clause 6(2), which
substitutes paragraph (a) of the principal act with
the following paragraph:
(a) people with a mental disorder are given the best
possible care and treatment appropriate to their
needs in the least possible restrictive environment
and least possible intrusive manner consistent with
the effective giving of that care and treatment ...

That is a significant and fundamental addition to the
objects of the act, to the objectives of the department
and to the role of the secretary. It is a fundamental
and significant shift of focus. The act will focus on
the rights of people with a mental illness and the
priority will be treatment in the community, an
important step forward in the mainstreaming of the
mental health service and a direction agreed upon
across state borders and nationally.
Another key aspect of the bill is its inclusion of
principles of treatment and care. A close reading of
the principles of treatment and care detailed in
clause 9 may alleviate some of the concerns held by
well-meaning community groups that have
expressed reservations about those provisions. I will
not quote the entire clause but will refer to some of
its key aspects, which I regard as a fundamental
recognition both of the rights of people with a
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mental illness and of the fact that times have
changed and the way we as a community approach
mental illness is vastly different from the way we
approached it even 5 or 10 years ago. Clause 9 states:
(a) people with a mental disorder should be provided
with timely and high quality treatment and care in
accordance with professionally accepted standards.
(b) wherever possible, people with a mental disorder
should be treated in the community.

That represents a substantial shift from the old way
of doing things. Paragraph (c) concerns government
resources and services:
(c) the provision of treatment and care should be
designed to assist people with a mental disorder
to, wherever possible, live, work and participate in
the community ...

The government has been prepared to enshrine in
legislation what will be a heavy onus for it to meet.
The clause makes it mandatory that people be
provided with comprehensive information about
their disorder, proposed and alternative treatments
and so on. It also requires service providers to take
account of the special needs of individual clients, for
example, their age-related, gender-related, religiOUS,
cultural and language and other special needs. By
law those special needs must be taken into
consideration when giving treatment. Clause 9 also
states:
(i)

treatment and care should be provided by
appropriately qualified people and within a
multi-disciplinary framework ...

The final paragraph of clause 9 is in many ways the
most Significant
(j)

every effort that is reasonably practicable should be
made to involve a person with a mental disorder in
the development of an ongoing treatment plan.
Treatment and care of a person with a mental
disorder should be based on this plan. The plan
should be reviewed regularly and revised as

necessary.
Again, actually enshrining those rights in legislation
represents a Significant step forward.
There are some changes to the methods of
involuntary admissions. They are covered quite
substantially in the second-reading speech and I
wish to refer to them only briefly. The first relates to
the issue of transport. The bill will allow for
mentally ill people to be taken to an approved
mental health service for assessment. As I
understand the second-reading speech, in practical
terms this means the power to authorise the
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transport will lie with the CAT teams, and the
power to transport will be used only if a medical
practitioner cannot attend in person. Therefore it is a
fairly limited power. I understand the supervision
and monitoring of this will be very extensive, but it
is my understanding of the second-reading speech
that the CAT teams will be giving that authorisation
as they are the people in the prescribed class to
which the bill refers.
The second major change on the issue of involuntary
admissions arises because under the existing Mental
Health Act the role of guardian is unclear. The bill
simply requires that the individual's ability to
consent is the most important issue, not whether or
not the guardian has consented. The Mental Health
Review Board has also been consulted on that
amendment.
Another feature of the bill, to which my colleague
Mr Connard will refer in Significant detail because he certainly has more knowledge of the
history of this aspect of the bill - relates to people
with personality disorders who may self-mutilate. I
was not in Parliament when this category of people
was discussed in great detail, although I read the
newspapers with a great deal of interest. Clearly
there was a need for the government to make some
attempt to include this group of people in the bill to
some extent. Of course, the extent to which these
people are included will always be the subject of
Significant debate. The end result of extensive
consultation is that the bill will allow the authorised
psychiatrist to apply to the Chief Psychiatrist for
detention, in certain circumstances, of up to three
months for treatment. Safeguards will be involved in
this system and there will always be significant
community debate on the detention of people in this
category, but I think the change is probably a good
step forward.
Another key amendment in the bill is that it
enshrines in law the practice of the Mental Health
Review Board of allowing patients to have access to
their files at least 24 hours before a hearing. It is
important to enshrine those rights in the law as well.
The bill also significantly changes the process for
Mental Health Review Board hearings regarding
community treatment orders and ensures that where
possible the hearings will be held in the community.
The bill will allow the board flexibility, in that one
member sitting will be able to hear cases involving
changes to community treatment orders. That is
probably a very important step forward in the areas
of flexibility and community treatment.
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The bill also touches on quite controversial
treatments such as psychosurgery and ECT.
Previously under the Mental Health Act there have
been, as I understand it, conflicting definitions of
what constituted informed consent to those
treatments. The bill introduces a single definition of
informed consent. That is to be fOWld in clause 35. It
is a very tight definition and involves written
consent after a whole series of things have been
advised to the person, including a clear explanation
of the treatment; an adequate deScription of the
benefits, discomforts and risks; advice on what
beneficial alternative treatments are available for
that person; a full disclosure of any financial
relationship that the person seeking informed
consent may have with the registered medical
practitioner or the hospital in which it is proposed to
perform the treatment; rigorous advice on the
person's legal rights, including the fact that a person
can withdraw his or her consent at any time; and
also an oral explanation of the information
contained in the written statement. That is a very
precise definition. There is now a consistent
definition of informed consent for these treatments,
and that is also a long overdue reform.
The bill also addresses such issues as seclusion and
restraint. The second-reading speech adequately
explains the level of supervision that needs to occur,
and I will not go into that in detail.
I shall now talk about the way the bill developed. It
has been said time and again that the government is
guilty of not consulting. Almost every bill on which
I speak has arisen as a result of a significant process
of consultation. The government's mental health
policy is a stunning example of a high level of
consultation that has gone on for a number of years,
which is why I think there is consensus on the bill.
There have been two streams of thought in the
government's approach to its mental health policy.
The first is service delivery and the second is
legislative reform, of which the bill now before the
house is the result.
There are four basic stages to the way the process
has developed. The first stage was in May 1993,
when the national health policy and plan was
endorsed by all health ministers. Under it all states
agreed to review their legislation to ensure it was
made consistent with the United Nations' Principles

for the Care and Protection of People with a Mental
ntness and for the Improvement of Mental Health
Care (1991) and broadly consistent with the
Australian health ministers' Mental Health Statement
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of Rights and Responsibilities. As a direct follow-on
from the health ministers adopting the national
mental health policy, in 1994 the advisory group of
officers to the ministers, AHMAC, commissioned a
consultancy to draft model clauses to give effect to
the United Nations principles being translated into
law. The model clauses were released in February
1995.
The second stage of the development of this policy
was the release by the Victorian government in July
1993 of a discussion paper entitled Victoria's Health
Reforms: Psychiatric Services. This floated the
structure of services and invited comment from
people who had an interest in this area.
Before looking at just the structure I shall refer to
some statistics on mental health. This issue has been
cast aside for some time but it is important that
people realise the prevalence of mental illness in our
commwlity. At page 8 the discussion paper points
out that at any given time it is estimated that 3 to 4
per cent of Victorians, or 125 000 to 165 000,
experience serious mental illness. It is a level of
prevalence that many people in the commwlity
cannot quite grasp and it is just one of the reasons
why we need to pay particular attention to this area.
In regard to patient statistics the discussion paper
draws attention to the fact that in 1991-92 public
psychiatric services in Victoria treated 29 500 people.
That was broken down into a whole range of other
statistics. In addition to that, 25 per cent of all people
visiting general practitioners present with some sort
of psychological disorder. Again, that is a very
alarming and high statistic that the discussion paper
highlights.
On the balance of service provision between the
commwlity and hospitals, at page 15 the discussion
paper relays the fact that 68 per cent of people were
provided with services in the commwlity, even
though only 26 per cent of resources are allocated to
commwlity-based services. Of course, it is that
balance between commwlity and acute care that the
government is seeking to address.
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hospital admissions had no prior history of
commwlity treatment, which the paper suggests is
caused by 'inadequate gatekeeping mechanisms'.
The discussion paper highlighted up front the
service deficiencies identified by the government. I
was particularly concerned about the estimate that
more than 25 per cent of people in homeless shelters
have some type of mental illness, which is consistent
with my observations on visiting shelters in my
electorate.
The government highlighted the fact that the service
is not a perfect one and set targets to try to improve
the balance between commwlity and acute care and
the responsiveness to individual client needs.
The new directions for service were clearly spelt out
in that discussion paper. Page 25 of the paper
addresses the commwlity-hospital balance directly:
The dominance of hospitals and institutions will be
partially replaced by conununity-driven service
networks. The community-based services will be the
nucleus of the network with general back-up and
support for acutely ill patients provided by the
hospitals and institutions providing high dependency
and continuing care for the long-term severely
psychiatrically ill or disabled.
Community-based services will be the first point of
contact for most people with psychiatric illnesses ...
Hospital admission will generally be reserved for the
acutely ill.

The discussion paper then set out three priorities: a
comprehensive specialist psychiatric service system;
a client management system; and a service-oriented,
formula-based funding model. I believe we have
made Significant progress on the first two points in
particular, and the client management system data
that has been released in very readable form for
clients is a large step forward.

The opposition has highlighted the issue of
resources. However, the government has been
extremely up front and has been prepared to
indicate where there are service deficiencies.

The paper endorsed the national mental health
strategy paper, which recommended that 50 per cent
of the funding for mental health be directed to
community-based services by the year 2000. The
minister said that she will aim to achieve this by
1997-98, a Significant shift in the level of service
delivery.

The service deficiencies were outlined on page 23 of
the discussion paper. Two deficiencies identified
were the Wlacceptable rates of readmission to
hospitals and the fact that 80 per cent of first-time

There was a three-month consultation period on the
discussion paper and a range of people non-government organisations, carers, individuals,
industry and professional groups - made comment.
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In response to those comments, in April 1994 the
government issued another document entitled
Victoria's Mental Health Services The Frameworkfor
Service Delivery. That document picked up many of
the concerns relayed to the government in the
consultation process of the discussion paper. It
basically set out the specifics of the service delivery
structure. The key thrust of the document, not
surprisingly, is that the focus should be shifted from
separate psychiatric hospitals as the preferred place
of treatment to community-based care. Page 1 of the
report states:
The key change in Victoria must be to match in practice
the long held aim of shifting the focus from a reliance
on separate psychiatric hospitals as the preferred place
of treatment. An expansion of general hospital
psychiatric units for the treatment of acute patients in
less stigmatising settings is required, along with the
development of treatment and other services from
community-based settings.

That was the service stream that was occurring at
the same time as the discussion on the legislation.
The fourth phase of this process was when the
Department of Health and Community Services
embarked on a specific review of the Mental Health
Act in August 1994. The result of that review is the
bill before the house. A working party was
established and another discussion paper entitled
Victoria's Mental Health Services Proposed Amendments
to the Mental Health Act 1986 was issued. That
discussion paper made it very clear that the aims of
the process were to establish in legislation a range of
principles that enhances client rights; to remove
unnecessary barriers to good clinical care; to support
the mainstreaming of mental health services within
the wider health setting; and to provide a greater
focus on treatment in the community.
Community consultation was called for on that
discussion paper and, according to the minister's
second-reading speech, the document was
distributed to 500 organisations and 90 submissions
were then received. The end result is that the bill
ensures the current methods of service delivery have
been recognised and reflected in the legislation
before the house and, most importantly, there will
be increased compliance with the United Nations
principles for the protection of persons with mental
illness.
I refer briefly to some concerns raised by the
opposition and the Catholic Social Services
organisation. The opposition made a point about the
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level of resources committed by this government to
mental health. As with so many of these issues
regarding resources, one critical issue is how we
compare with other states. Certainly Victoria spends
more per capita on mental illness than any other
state. We should all be proud of that achievement.
Victoria spends $67 a head compared with the
national average of $55. By comparison New South
Wales spends $46 per capita. You can debate
resources all you like, but the fact is that Victoria
spends more per capita on mental illness than the
national average and other states.
The letter of 2S October from Catholic Social
Services was sent not only to the opposition but to
all honourable members, including me. I believe the
organisation has in many ways misinterpreted what
the bill tries to do. Catholic Social Services wants
voluntary admissions to be retained and obviously
wants the relevant clause deleted from the bill. My
interpretation of the letter is that the organisation
appears to think because there is no specific mention
of voluntary admissions in the legislation voluntary
admissions will not occur. There is no legislative
requirement to mention other admissions to acute
hospitals. The fact that mental illness is not
specifically mentioned helps to reduce the stigma
attached to it. I think the organisation believes there
will not be any more admissions. I hope I am not
misrepresenting the organisation, but that is my
interpretation of its concern. My reading of the bill is
that it will enhance and expand the rights of patients.
The second issue raised relates to duty of care.
Earlier in my contribution I referred to the principles
relating to the treatment and care of people with a
mental illness. I suggest those principles strongly
encapsulate a duty of care for the treatment of those
who suffer mental illness.

In conclusion, the aims of the legislation are very
clear. They are to remove the stigma and to increase
the rights of the mentally ill along the lines of the
UN principles.
The remaining challenge for the community and for
Parliament is to examine community attitudes which obviously cannot be legislated for - and to
ensure that community attitudes are reflected and
change in accord with the reality of what
governments in Australia are doing.
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON (Chelsea) -The
opposition does not oppose the passage of this
legislation because its intention is good. However, it
is not possible to legislate for fairness and justice to
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ensure that people do the right thing. I take this
opportunity to air some personal concerns about the
legislation. I shall point out some areas of possible
abuse that could arise after the passage of the
legislation and seek some assurances from the
minister about the government's specific intentions
when the bill is enacted.
The minister's second-reading speech on the Mental
Health Act enacted in October 1987 says:
The proposed amendments are in keeping with the
spirit of the principal legislation and are consistent with
its aim of ensuring that psychiatric patients receive
high quality services and respect for their civil rights.

Whatever we do from here on in has to be stacked
up against those aims - that patients receive high
quality services and respect for their civil rights. In
the main that is the intention of the legislation,
which is probably why the opposition does not
oppose it. However, as with all issues, one has to
look at the capacity to abuse legislation, and it is on
that matter I have some difficulty in understanding
how some of the amendments stack up against the
spirit of the principal act.
I agree with Ms Asher that every member of the
house believes the civil rights of the mentally ill
should be fundamental. I do not believe anyone
would disagree with that, and I do not want it to be
thought that I am making these comments in that
spirit.
Since the government came to power a number of
rights have been eroded because of changes to the
Victorian mental health legislation. Although I
accept there have been many beneficial changes - 1
acknowledge that the opposition does not oppose
the bill although it will seek to amend certain
areas - some of the changes proposed by the bill
are of great concern to me because they enable
certain provisions of the act to be abused.
Hon. G. P. Connard -Can you speak up,
Mr Davidson, so that we can hear?
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - 1 am sorry. 1 have
never been accused of being a person who has gone
soft, but 1 shall take on board what you say. There
are some areas of concern that 1 shall place on record
and 1 seek answers from the minister to some of the
questions 1 will pose during my discussion of the
possibility of wholesale abuses of the civil rights of
the mentally ill. That may happen if the legislation is
left to be dealt with by the unscrupulous. I shall
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explain the areas of the bill with which I am having
trouble and request that the minister explain the
government's intentions regarding them.
The bill removes section 7 of the act, which deals
with voluntary admissions. It provides the same
informal status for admission to hospitals of the
mentally ill as applies to other admissions. Although
it is commendable that legislation will provide that a
person seeking help for a psychiatric condition will
have the same status as others who seek hospital
admission, it is unfortunate that if the person is
refused admission he or she will no longer be able to
appeal against that decision.
These changes are also meant to encourage
increased self-reliance, but civil rights should apply
to people seeking treatment as well as those who are
brought to treatment. A little later I shall discuss the
fact that one of the best ways of treating mental
illness is for the patient to be able to determine when
his or her illness is reaching a point that needs
further treatment. Sometimes the patient is best able
to determine that, and by doing so he or she can
contain the illness. A patient can recognise the signs
of the re-emergence of the illness and that more than
a medicinal approach is required.
In that situation a person can come to the hospital
and say, '1 think 1 should be admitted for a few days
because 1 am going to need more treatment', but if
treatment is denied on the basis that the person
appears to be all right there is no right of appeal
against that decision. The honourable member for
Malvern in another place, during the very brief
second-reading debate - The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! Under
standing order 128 Mr Davidson cannot refer to the
debate in another place.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - There was a short
debate in another place.
The DEPUI'Y PRESIDENT - Order!
Mr Davidson cannot refer to debates in another
place in the same session of Parliament. It is quite
clear under standing orders.
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - The government has a
practice of guillotining debate in the
Legislative Assembly. We do not have the same
practice here.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! It is a
simple matter. Standing order no. 128 provides that
no member shall allude to any debate in the
Assembly in the same session. I am simply applying
that rule.
Hon. D. R. White - You can say that debate has
been guillotined.
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - I was referring to a
current practice of the government. I was not
specifically mentioning the debate. What I am
saying is that the government has a practice of
guillotining debate. It would not surprise me without knowing what happened in another place
because I would not want to refer to it - if that were
the case with this bill.
Hon. G. P. Connard - Come on!
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - Well, it wouldn't
surprise me!
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT -Order! I trust that
Mr Davidson is not reflecting on the application of
standing orders in this place by the Chair? If he is, I
ask him to cease doing so and get on with the debate.
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - In a bipartisan way, I
would like to make some correct observations about
the passage of mental health legislation and I would
like to talk about it in a serious way. I really do not
want to be pulled up in some sort of pissanting way. The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! If
Mr Davidson wants to reflect on the Chair there are
adequate provisions in standing orders to deal with
that. I will not stand for reflections on the Chair by
any member. I ask Mr Davidson to continue with the
debate, not to reflect on the Chair and not to deal
with anything that is in contravention of standing
order 128 - we will then get on fine!
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - I certainly would not
reflect on the Chair. What is occurring is self-evident
and needs no reflection by me. The practice of
another place is to have short debates on various
questions - The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! I have
quoted standing order 128. If Mr Davidson cannot
get on with the debate, I will simply call the next
speaker.
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - The opposition has
been accused of having a bob each way with the
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legislation. I disagree with that. That sort of
comment suggests a general lack of understanding
on the government's part as to just how debilitating
mental illness can be.
Because of the nature of mental illness many
patients are extremely vulnerable and unable to
articulate their needs or adequately assert
themselves. If there is no easily accessible
mechanism for people suffering from mental illness
to pursue a denied request for admission, it is
unlikely that many would have the ability or the
confidence to take up other options.
We are talking about people being refused
admission and being unable to appeal. The
government believes that if it is to remove the
stigma associated with seeking voluntary admission
for mental illness there cannot be an entirely
separate appeals process that applies only to people
who voluntarily admit themselves for treatment.
That is the gist of the argument for the lack of an
appeal process. If you predicate your argument on
that point it tells us that you really have not had
much to do with people suffering from mental
illness. Such people need to be able to gain access to
an appeals mechanism in a simplified way and with
the least amount of stress. They need a wann,
comforting, understanding appeals mechanism, not
a bureaucratic one. There is no doubt about the truth
of that.
Where does this provision leave those extremely
vulnerable Victorians who want treatment but are
denied it for some reason? It leaves them in an
impossible and hopeless situation. What generally
happens to people with serious mental problems
who know they need further treatment? If they do
not go into hospital at that stage their illness will
probably fl~ resulting in their requiring
long-term hospitalisation.
One of the key ways psychiatrists have of treating
these people is to say, 'You detennine when you
want to come into hospital and when you do we will
admit you'. If for some reason that admission does
not take place people have no way of appealing
against the decision.
I turn to the question of personality disorders. The
amendments permit the continued detention of
persons who are involuntary patients in
circumstances where they may not be considered
mentally ill under section 8 of the act. Currently
such patients would have to be discharged, even
though their self-damaging behaviour would be
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considered by many to be symptomatic of mental
illness. The amendments to the section will apply
only where the person has a mental disorder and
further treatment is necessary because the person
would cause serious physical harm to himself or
herself if discharged. The amendments will permit
the authorised psychiatrist to apply to the Chief
Psychiatrist for the continued detention of the
person for up to three months.

duties to become no more than security guards for
people with untreatable personality disorders. I ask
for a precise meaning of the words 'things done',
which are included in the definition of treatment.
For heaven's sake, Mr President, you are a trained
legal person; have you ever read such a disastrous
definition of treatment as 'things done'? You would
have a fair whack in the cowtroom with that
definition!

We remember the anguish of the debate
surrounding the Garry David affair. I, for one, can
remember having no joy over enacting it - -

I really do not want to resort to cheap shots, but this
week in the newspapers church organisations have
been calling the government fascist.
Or Josef Mengele would have no trouble with
complying with the definition of 'things done'! That
means a doctor could do anything. So long as you
are a qualified doctor you can do anything and say,
Well, I believe it's going to work'. That is 'things
done'. However, that is the definition. I ask the
minister to very carefully define in his reply the
government's intention with this definition,
preferably in a way which would preclude the
capacity for the misuse of this provision because it is
pretty poor.

Hon. G. P. Connard - You were a member of the
government that introduced it! You voted on it!
Hon. B. E. DAVIDSON - I am trying to say that
I did indeed vote for it but not with any relish. I did
so in the full knowledge of the government's
responsibility because of threats that had been made
against people. It was not something any of us
wanted to vote for, but we had no choice. The civil
liberties of the people who may well have been at
risk following Garry David's threats had to be taken
into account
The government has recognised that the Mental
Health Act should be amended to improve the
framework of service delivery. It is the government's
intention that the amendment will apply to a very
small group of people with severe mental disorders
who aggressively self-mutilate.
What about the definition of treatment? In relation
to mental health it is simply 'things done in the
course of the exercise of a professional skills' to,
firstly, remedy the mental disorder or, secondly,
lessen its ill effects or the pain and suffering it
causes. I cannot believe that the best effort is 'things
done'. I really am surprised.
To my knowledge there is no effective treatment for
a severe personality disorder. Therefore, I ask the
minister to enlighten me as to the treatment and
services other than containment envisaged as a
means of remedying a mental disorder or lessening
the ill effects or the pain and suffering it causes. I
should like precise statements from the minister as
to the government's expectations of this provision.
Another reason I raise this issue is that, given that
psychiatric services are greatly in demand at
present, it is vital that trained psychiatric staff are
properly utilised to carry out their important role
and that they are not kept from carrying out nursing

There has been a bit said about the press release
from the Catholic Social Services. It expressed
concerns about the removal of the word care' from
the legislation. The government has said that it is
inappropriate to have the word I care' in the
legislation. The reason for its removal from the
admission criteria in section 8 of the act is unclear,
and I ask: what does it mean for the elderly,
long-term, and involuntary patients who require no
specific treatment but do require ongoing care, for
instance, those patients who suffer from senile
dementia? Will the Minister for Aged Care clarify
his position about the appropriateness or otherwise
of the word 'care' being enshrined in the legislation
as it concerns the elderly? I cannot believe the
minister is in agreement with the government's
position in this case - unless there is something I
have missed - because I think it is wmecessary to
remove the word' care'.
I

I shall turn briefly to patient confidentiality. The
intention and spirit of the changes to the Mental
Health Act 1986 as has been already mentioned by
me and others is to enable people to receive
high-quality care and for their civil rights to be
respected. That raises an important issue about
patient rights and the confidentiality aspect of
intended changes to the legislation.
Section 120A of the act currently allows an
exemption to the strict confidentiality provisions
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with the giving of information concerning the
condition of a patient. However, the wording of this
exemption has caused some confusion.
Section 120A(3) allows a hospital to provide general
information to family members or friends when they
contact the hospital in order to chedc on the
condition of their relatives or friends. Therefore
when you ring the hospital, the nurse can generally
say, 'Well, yes, the patient is resting comfortably' or
'He or she is fine'. The hospital can also confirm
whether or not you can come in and see the patient.
That is consistent with the case in most hospitals.
However, a new exemption clarifies that the release
of information to a guardian, family member or
primary carer is permitted where the person
receiving the information will be involved in the
ongoing care of the patient and any information is
directly related to that ongoing care.

all~ompassing. Because Ms Asher read out the
definition in its entirety, I will not do so. I will save
us a bit of time. However, the definition of mental
illness is now so broad that there is no certainty as to
who does or does not satisfy the criteria. Lack of
definition such as that is very dangerous in an area
dealing with a person's civil liberties. If it were
looked into it might be that you, Mr President, or I
might fit the definition because it is
all~ompassing. I would be interested to hear the
minister clarify how the government intends that
lack of definition to be treated. What are the
safeguards for individuals? How does it compare
with other states or perhaps other international
definitions? What happens in other places? Is our
definition the same or do other states have a better
or worse model? Is this the best we can come up
with? I am not sure it is.

I can understand and empathise with the
govenunent's purpose in making that exemption
because I have been in a position where I would
have found that to be very useful and might
continue do so in the future. I understand that it
makes perfect sense to consult with the primary
carer or guardian of a patient. However, to give a
family member the automatic right to that
information is another matter.

I understand the need to have mental illness
properly defined, but I am not sure that the
government's definition is the best model. I am also
sure the govenunent asked many people and that it
may well have had good intentions. Nonetheless, in
my view you could almost drive a truck through the
bill.

Everybody knows that families have competing
interests. Doctors will tell you that not all families
have altruistic motives. I put to the minister that he
should consider the case of some greedy children
who might authorise psychosurgery or other
treatment to incapacitate a patient so they can get
their hands on the family business or gain control of
the family finances. You might find a relative, who is
the guardian, having set himself or herself up to
some advantage over another relative. A person
who does not ordinarily have that sort of access
could make a timely intrusion into the family
business or whatever.
There are dozens of scenarios that you could paint
with relatives, guardians or others who may not be
as altruistic as most of us would be in that situation.
My concern is that the provision will be misused. I
am absolutely certain that it is not government's
intention but the provision could be misused, and it
probably will be in many cases. The capacity for that
sort of abuse is manifest, and I want to know if there
are any checks and balances to help to alleviate the
worries or concerns the elderly might have.
I am concerned about the definition of mental
illness; it appears to be far too broad and

I turn to the Mental Health Review Board. Mental
health is considered to be a very complex area.
Therefore, the principle underpinning the
establishment of a three-member Mental Health
Review Board is to ensure balanced decision
making. The intention is for the board to have a
psychiatrist, a legal person, and a community
representative so that when the board reviews cases
it will be a balanced decision-making process. The
opposition has learnt that the government's stated
aim is to give the board greater flexibility and
discretion about the place and style of hearing.
Schedule 2 of the act will be amended to allow a
review of extensions of community treatment orders
by one member. I put to the house that the principle
of balanced decision making cannot be substituted
by a one-member board in an area as important as
mental health and in an area where decisions are
made about the most vulnerable members of our
society.

Clearly one-member boards are simply not
acceptable and do not comply with the intention of
the act. The intention of the act was to provide a
spread of knowledge and a spread of qualification to
enable people to look sympathetically at various
cases. H ever there was a catch-22 situation for a
patient who finds himself or herself confronted by a
review board of one person, this is it.
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The question I have to ask is: how can a legally
qualified person, not a medically qualified person,
sitting as a one-member review board determine the
need for the extension of a community treatment
order? We are talking about a lawyer who obviously
has a file in front of him and a person who is
probably under extreme stress. The outcome of the
review will determine whether that person will
remain on a community treatment order or not. The
government is asking a legal person to assess
whether or not that person should go on to a
community treatment order for another year. I do
not think that legal person can do it, and it is unfair
that the he or she be asked to do it. Even worse, how
can a completely unqualified person, a community
member - possibly a politically appointed person
from either side of the house or even a bona fide
community member - possibly hope to determine
the question of the need to continue or discontinue a
community treatment order? How can such a person
make that determination? I do not understand.
How does this clause measure up to the noble
intentions of high quality services and respect for
civil rights? I do not believe a one-person board can
handle it. Does the government value flexibility and
discretion above high quality services and respect
for civil rights? Perhaps it does in this case. The best
way for a one-person mental review board to act is
to define its function. H the process were open the
clause would not be objectionable, but as it currently
stands it is objectionable.
I turn to privatisation. It seems in Jeff's Victoria
nothing will escape the mad rush to privatise
regardless of the consequences. Clause 50 replaces
section 94 of the principal act The new section will
allow the Governor in Council to proclaim premises
or services that are not run by the state. Clause 51
amends section 96 to appoint a qualified psychiatrist
as an authorised psychiatrist, and provides that the
secretary of the department will appoint an
authorised psychiatrist for approved mental health
services that are run by the state.
We are told hospitals and other organisations that
provide psychiatric services should operate
autonomously. The director of medical services and
the chief executive officer are responsible for the
medical care and welfare of patients at individual
services. The Chief Psychiatrist would become
involved only following an investigation, and only if
he or she has reason to believe any individual's
medical care and welfare is at risk.
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H an investigation is required the Chief Psychiatrist
will consult with the director of clinical services and
the executive officer. H no agreement can be reached
the powers provided under proposed new sections
l06AA and l06AB in clause 54 will allow the Chief
Psychiatrist to give directions where he or she is
satisfied following an investigation that the
directions are necessary. The amendments will also
permit a patient or other person to be admitted to an
approved mental health service for treatment.
The implications of this legislation are enormous
and wide ranging. I shall outline my concerns and
seek assurances from the minister that the intention
and spirit of the act will not allow abuse of this
provision of the legislation to eventuate. I shall
provide a possible scenario: a psychiatrist owns
premises or a service that is proclaimed under the
act and is therefore able to appoint himself or herself
or any other psychiatrist as the authorised
psychiatrist. The authorised psychiatrist can admit
as many involuntary patients as he or she wishes,
despite overcrowding. Presumably the premises or
service will receive government moneys, and
patients detained in the proclaimed premises or
service will be exempt from freedom of information
legislation. Conceivably people could be held simply
for profit if they found themselves in the hands of an
unscrupulous operator.
Given this scenario or any other scenario, what are
the mechanisms for a patient detained in a private
hospital or service to make a complaint? Who is
protecting the civil liberties of these patients?
I appreciate that the Chief Psychiatrist may
investigate a complaint; however, what would it
take to prompt an investigation for a privatised
hospital or service which operated autonomously?
We must be mindful that involuntary patients are
extremely vulnerable and powerless. These people
have few rights. How can these patients explain
their cases to the Chief Psychiatrist, because often
relatives cannot do it for them. We must remember
that these patients can be secluded, restrained and
medicated without their consent. If it fell into the
hands of the unscrupulous the potential exists for
the private system to regress back to the days of
bedlam.
In the main, nursing homes that are rIDl for profit
are run in the appropriate manner, but there are
unscrupulous people who do not give a damn about
caring for people. H such people were prosecuted
there would be 5000 grannies sitting on the grass on
Monday morning because those places cannot make
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a profit It will happen in Victoria if we are not
careful. The threat of abuse and misuse of private
hospitals and services, despite the fact that it might
remain dormant for a while, is very real given the
proposed inclusions and changes to the legislation.
What checks and balances are in place to prevent
such rorts, given the absence of POI? What access
will patients have to their own records of treatment
or mistreatment? How will they access them?

The concern of the opposition is that since the
proclamation of the Mental Health Act the number
of people subjected to involuntary detention has
increased steadily over the years. By July 1993,46.5
per cent of all admissions to major psychia tric
services were involuntary, despite consistent figures
relating to the total number of admissions.
No evidence is available to suggest any change in
demographics in relation to the severity of the
incidence of mental illness. In other words, there is
an increasing inclination for people to be admitted
as involuntary patients. That aspect is particularly
alarming when compared with the significantly low
rates of involuntary admissions in the United
Kingdom and New Zealand.
The shadow Minister for Health in the other place
has raised concerns that the number of people
subjected to involuntary detention has increased
steadily over the years. How does the minister
explain the increase of patients detained under this
status when one of the major underlying and
fundamental principles of the act is to ensure
protection of people's civil liberties?
There is the scenario of people who have previously
been under community treatment orders now being
reluctant to seek voluntary treatment because they
are afraid of being put under new community
treatment orders. The result is that their conditions
become worse or even chronic before they receive
care. This is a hopeless situation. These people will
hope that their illnesses do not become worse.
People with mental illness have times when their
illness flares, but the aim of treatment is to remove
the flaring and to keep them on an even keel. The
aim is to put more distance between the psychotic
episodes and lower the level of the condition. It is
important that when patients feel they require better
treatment, they can access that treatment. If patients
think they will be under community treatment
orders the chances are that many will not seek
treatment when they really need it.
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I will finish where I began by reiterating that
changes to the Mental Health Act should pay due
respect to the principal aim of ensuring psychiatric
patients receive high-quality services and have their
civil rights respected. I have great difficulty
understanding how certain sections of the Mental
Health (Amendment) Bill do not leave the way open
for massive abuse.
I ask the minister to place on record his explanations
of the legislation and to give certain assurances to
sufferers of mental illness. This is an opportunity for
the minister to tell us of the intentions of the
Victorian government regarding the passage of the
legislation.
Firstly, will the minister explain to the house the
government's intention regarding the definition of
treatment of 'things done' to close the door to
possible abuse of the clause?
Secondly, will the minister clarify his position
vis-a-vis the word 'care' being omitted from the
legislation, especially as it concerns elderly and
psychogeriatricpatients?
Thirdly, will the minister carefully describe the
checks and balances in place to prevent the misuse
of patient information given that the legislation
allows for 'as of right' access to carers?
Fourthly, will the minister compare the new, broad,
all-encompassing definition of mental illness, which
is open to loose interpretation - my problem is with
the definition rather than with mental illness being
defined -with interstate and international
definitions? What protection does the ordinary
person have from being maliciously included within
the newly defined meaning of mental illness?
Fifthly, how does a person facing an unqualified
mental health review board comprising one person
expect to be able to be properly heard? Will the
minister explain how this new flexibility and
discretion enhances the noble principles of
high-quality services and civil rights? Will the
minister define under what circumstances single
member boards can operate and act?
Sixthly, with regard to the use of private premises
and the appointment of authorised psychiatrists,
will the minister explain the checks and balances in
place, if any, to prevent rorts? Given that this will be
an FOI-free zone, what provisions have been made
for patients to access their own files? Why are there
only limited guidelines for patients seeking access to
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the Chief Psychiatrist? How does that provision
enhance civil rights?

Seventhly, in Victoria involuntary admissions are
steadily increasing compared with significantly
lower rates in the United Kingdom and New
Zealand. How does the minister explain that when
one of the fundamental underlying principles of the
bill is to ensure the protection of people's civil
liberties?
If the minister takes the time to answer those
questions, many vulnerable people in Victoria will
be relieved. While the opposition will not oppose the
legislation, the legislation may have the effect of
leaving the way open for greedy and unscrupulous
people to prey on the vulnerable in our society. I
hope that does not happen, but I have little
confidence that that will not be the case.
The legislation should be carefully monitored and
arising practices scrutinised. If we are particularly
vigilant, perhaps we will be able to contain some of
the damage the legislation has the capacity to inflict.
Despite that, the legislation is a brave attempt to put
many things right
Sitting suspended 6.35 p.m. until 8.06 p.m.
Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham) - The
Mental Health (Amendment) Bill is a difficult bill in
that it attempts to take a genuine approach to the
reform of health in Victoria. Debates in this house on
the several amending health bills have been
excellent. Over recent years parties have had a
bipartisan approach to mental health.
The Honourable Caroline Hogg was the Minister for
Health when the rewrite of the Mental Health Act
took place. Both the government and the opposition
worked hard in the production of that legislation
but, obviously with the new approach to mental
health around the world, there is a continuous need
to amend such legislation. After an extensive health
review, which my colleague Ms Asher described
earlier, major amendments are to be made in the
mental health area.
I find it strange that the Honourable Burwyn
Davidson has not come to grips with the intention of
the bill. He was asking questions that were
answered at the beginning of debate in the
second-reading speech. He asked questions about
clause 10 in particular, a clause dealt with
extensively by the minister. It is perfectly obvious
that the honourable member should know that the
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Mental Health Act currently regulates voluntary
admissions for mental illness. The amendment seeks
that a person voluntarily seeking admission for the
treatment of a mental illness be treated in the same
way as a person voluntarily seeking treatment for
any other condition.

Mr Davidson should know also that the general
philosophy of this government is not to have people
isolated in specialised psychiatric institutions but to
incorporate mental health care as another area of
health care in general hospitals. This is what the
government is doing. It is an excellent aspiration
that should be pursued and will continue to be
pursued.
As mental health in-patient services are provided
increasingly by general hospitals, this separate
regulation is no longer appropriate. It interferes with
effective treatment and continues to contribute to the
stigma surrounding mental illness. Mental illness is
another health problem and it should not be
stigmatised as it has been in the past.
Therefore, the repeal of section 7 will mean
voluntary admission for a mental illness will have
the same informal status in hospitals as admission
for any other illness. That is the way it should be.
For generations we have stigmatised mental illness.
As a community we are facing the problem, and the
repeal of this section is extremely important.
Mr Davidson should have understood that. This
change will in no way prevent people who are able
to consent to treatment from seeking and receiving
treatment in an in-patient mental health service, nor
will it restrict the range of services available. Indeed,
it will enhance those services.
I do not understand Mr Davidson's approach.
Perhaps it is just a lack of intellectual ability to
understand what is going on here. Perhaps we could
consider Mr Davidson as a prime case for
admission! No, that is unfair. I am sorry. I withdraw
that remark before you ask me to, Mr President.
Under this section people who are refused
admission will have recourse to the usual hospital
complaints mechanisms, as do any other people who
are refused admission. The Health Services
Commissioner and the Chief Psychiatrist remain
able to investigate complaints; the Chief Psychiatrist
will be able to direct admission to treatment as
provided for in clause 33 of the bill. Mr Davidson
went on and complained that under other sections of
the bill those resources would not be available to
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people. He demonstrates quite clearly that he has
not read the bill.
My contribution will relate specifically to clause 15.
Some members may not have been in Parliament at
the time of the Garry David affair when, regrettably,
this house and the Labor government - to their
eternal shame - passed a bill to deal specifically
with Garry David. I was one of the few members of
the house who opposed the bill and forced the vote
to a division. To me that was a disgraceful bill, but
to the Labor party's eternal shame it was agreed to.
Hon. M. A. Birrell - What was the liberal
Party's view on it? What did the liberal Party do?
Hon. Pat Power - What was the decision of the
house?
Hon. G. P. CONNARD - The decision of the
house was to pass the bill. Even here, Mr Davidson
got his words wrong because he referred to civil
rights rather than human rights. I believed Mr Guest and another member of this house were of
the same view - that it was an abomination for
Parliament to pass legislation directed to a specific
person. 1hat was my view, but the bill was passed.
However, it was clearly defined at the time that
Garry David/Webb had a severe personality
disorder. 1hat was what the people who were
involved in the Social Development Committee, as I
was, and who studied that long report came up
with. The committee did not recommend the bill,
nor did the people on the committee agree with it.
However, that still left the problems of people with
severe personality disorders. The Sodal
Development Committee was advised at the time
that there were six or seven other people in Victoria
suffering from the same problem, and the Labor
government simply did not address the situation of
those people.
Fortunately, this bill does address the situation of
those people. Clause 15 inserts proposed
section 12A, which is headed' Application to
continue detention and treatment of involuntary
patient'. This is focused specifically on that small
number of people in our community, some of whom
are still incarcerated, and deals with how they
should be treated. The provision applies to a person
who is confined in an approved mental health
service, having been admitted as an involuntary
patient under section 12 and whose admission has
been confirmed under section 12(2). I will not refer
to the complicated language of the remainder of the
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provision, but I point out that it gives a proper and
appropriate means of looking after such people. It
focuses on a perfectly narrow section of the
community, and probably in a year or two there will
be further amendments to the legislation because it
focuses on people like Garry David who are
mutilating themselves - there are people still in
custody who are involved in that sort of activity.
However, one of the problems of Garry
David/Webb was that he had also made threats to
other people. The government of the day could
not - nor could any other government - judge
whether those threats would have been carried out if
he had been allowed out into the community. That
was one of the reasons for the production of the
specific legislation: we did not know how dangerous
he was and what he would do if he were permitted
out into the community. So he had a dual fault to his
character: his self-mutilation and his making threats
to other people in the community. As a result the
government of the day decided to produce that
legislation.
This bill addresses that sector of the community

which self-mutilates. However, it does not address
the other section of people who may pose a threat to
other people if they are released into the community.
I am certain that the people in the bureaucracy, the
police and the various agencies that look after this
area are addressing that other section of people and
that there will probably be amendments - I hope
there will be - at some time in the future that
address this other problem. However, this provision
is certainly a massive step forward and an important
reform to the existing legislation. It takes care of a
great problem in this area.
I do not intend to go over the ground covered by the
minister in his fairly detailed second-reading speech,
the comments of Mrs Hogg and the excellent
coverage by Louise Asher of the history of the
production of the bill. However, I should like to ask
the minister one or two questions. I am relying here
on correspondence received by my colleague in
another place, Mr Ross Smith, from the
Christian Science Committee on Publication for
Victoria. It is necessary to make clear a t this point
that this church, otherwise known as
Christian Science, is in no way connected to what is
known as the Church of Scientology, which is an
organisation based on the writings of L. Ron
Hubbard. It is not that organisation.
The Christian Science Church was established in
1879 and is a Christian religion founded on the
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teachings of the Bible and explained by Mary Baker
Eddy in her book Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures, and is quite a respectable organisation.
The committee on publication has written to my
colleague Mr Ross Smith requesting him to clarify a
couple of questions, and he in turn has asked me to
direct those questions to the minister in this place.
The letter from the Churches of Christ Scientist,
states:
We are most appreciative of the aim in this amendment
of compassionate concern for patients and of the
emphasis on cooperative working together of patients
with doctors and psychologists.

The Christian Scientists are endorsing the thrust of
the bill-
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been successful in deinstitutionalising many
vulnerable people. The government has made
massive improvements in the treatment of people
with psychiatric illnesses, but there is still a great
deal to do. The Victorian government, which is
spending more money per capita in this area than
any other state in Australia, has an excellent track
record.11lis legislation builds on that track record
and gives it further tools to continue. I look forward
to the continuing development of appropriate and
proper treatment by the progressive Kennett
government of those who are psychiatrically ill.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Also, the legislature's support for religious freedom as
clearly shown by the continued application of section
8(2)(b) and (t).

Clause 1 agreed to.
Oause2

Clarification is sought of the intention in the
amendment - section 20(1)(b) - in removing the
words 'or treatment' from section 18(1)(b) of the
principal act.
Does this mean the patient may not have information

relating to the proposed treatment? Or does
'hospitalisation' by definition include the term
'treatment'?
Also, the deletion in several sections of the words 'or
care'. Does this imply that an involuntary patient must
have treatment as opposed to care only? Or does the
word 'treatment' by definition as amended by the bill
in section 3 of the principal act now include'care' as it
appears in the existing legislation?

Christian Scientists normally choose prayer through
spiritual means alone for healing, whether physical
or mental, but they are conscious of the importance
and integrity of this bill. Consequently I ask the
minister to reply specifically to those questions so
that I can pass on his response to my colleague
Mr Ross Smith and subsequently reply to this
respected church.
I strongly support this excellent bill. It has been
studied in depth by a large number of people and it
is an enonnous step forward. Obviously further
amendments will be made to the legislation as time
goes by because of the ongoing modem approach to
psychiatric health. The Kennett government has

Bon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
thank honourable members for their contributions. It
has been a wide-ranging debate, which I believe is
quite appropriate. As a number of speakers have
highlighted, there has been a drama tic change in the
way public policy has dealt with mental illness over
the past 20 years. In the mid-1980s we had a very
substantial debate in this Parliament about the most
appropriate legal framework to put in place to
ensure the adequate provision of services to the
mentally ill in the state.
That was part of a fairly ambitious reform program.
I guess such programs are always a risk. With the
benefit of hindsight we can point to many of the
mistakes that were made. We can contrast the
circumstances relating to mental health with those
relating to intellectual disabilities. I am not sure we
had a similar approach. During the 19805 there was
a substantial push to shift the focus of the service
system to what is commonly known as
deinstitutionalisation. I think the
deinstitutionalisation of those with intellectual
disabilities was handled better than the
deinstitutionalisation of those with mental illness.
There was a determined effort on the part of the
government of the day and the department to ensure
that services were developed to support people with
intellectual disabilities when they were
deinstitutionalised. I would have to say that did not
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occur with the deinstitutionalisation of those with
psychiatric illness.
I can relate an experience from my electorate where
the residents of the former Brierly psychiatric
hospital in Warmambool were deinstitutionalised.
They were taken to Daylesford by bus and
essentially abandoned. Those people were supposed
to have had access to established supported
residential services, but the extent of psychiatric
services in that area was a psychiatric nurse for half
a day a week. !hat was one experience.
One can understand why I get a little testy when it is
suggested that this government has performed less
well than could be expected in providing psychiatric
services. I contrast what we have done with the real
experiences in the 1980s.
The legal framework that was created in the 1980s
was aimed at bringing legislation into the 21st
century, and by and large that created an
appropriate framework. However, as has been said
by a number of speakers, there are two aspects to the
way we should approach psychiatric services. One is
the legal framework within which the service
operates and the other is how we actually resource it
to develop those services. A number of people,
particularly Mrs Hogg and Mr Davidson, drew
attention to the conrurrritmentthe government gave
prior to its election about its approach to psychiatric
services. In essence there were two elements to our
conrurrritment on resourcing. The first was to
maintain the effort and the second was to increase
the resources that were available. I hope we have
maintained both conrurrritments, but we have done
much more than that
We have sought to redress the weakness of the
approach of the 1980s. As people are being relocated
from institutional care into the community we are
seeking to ensure that the resources follow them.
When the coalition took office the split-up of
resources was about 70 per cent for institutional or
residential care and 30 per cent for
community-based services. The opposite was the
case for those suffering psychiatric illness. About
70 per cent of those people were in the community
and 30 per cent were in in-patient residential
services. The government embarked on an ambitious
five-year strategy to shift that mix of resources, to
try to ensure that services are developed where
people are. That is not to say there is no need for
in-patient services because there always will be a
need, as has been drawn attention to by a number of
contributors to this debate, but the overwhelming
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majority of people with mental illness will live in the
community, although not all will be in an
independent setting. Therefore the question is how
we develop the system to support those people in
independent living.
The five-year strategy we have embarked upon is
about changing the mix of resources. It is also about
mainstreaming services so that we treat mental
illness in philosophical and rhetorical tenns in
exactly the same way as we treat any other illness,
which will lead to destigmatising mental illness.
Mrs Hogg and others have drawn attention to the
fact that people suffering from mental illness are still
stigmatised as being somehow different, despite the
fact that perhaps up to 25 per cent of the population
will at some stage in their lives experience a mental
illness. Of course, there will be variations in the
intensity of the illnesses that are suffered - for some
it will be long-term experience and for others it will
be a once-in-a-lifetime experience. It is important
that we develop a service system that is able to
respond to those varying stages.

The bill is about trying to provide a legal framework
under which the definition of a voluntary patient is
removed so that patients suffering mental illness are
seen by the service system in the same way as any
other person seeking access to services. It is an
informal definition so that we do not stigmatise a
person by identifying him or her as a voluntary
patient in the mental health system.
A number of speakers have expressed concern about
whether the only way to gain access to mental health
services is by being declared an involuntary patient.
No, it is not. The letter from Father Mogg, of
Catholic Social Services, misunderstood the primary
thrust of the legislation. It is not about precluding
people from accessing the service system, it is about
saying that voluntary patients seeking mental health
services ought to be treated in exactly the same way
as voluntary patients in any other area of our health
services. That is the clear intention of the
government and the clear intention of the legislation.
The legislation does some other things. Firstly, it
defines mental illness. In the past that definition has
been missing, and the review saw that as a
weakness. We are trying to define mental illness not
as a way of precluding people from treatment but as
a way of doing the opposite to what Mr Davidson
was concerned about. We have picked up the
definition agreed to by the ministerial advisory
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council, which was supported by the College of
Psychiatry.
In the same way we are seeking, for the first time, to
define treatment for the mentally ill. The definition
that was picked up comes from one formulated by
Lord Denning in the Minister of Health v. Royal

Midland County's Home for Incurables Leamington
Spa's General Committee (1954) Volume 1, All

England Reports, which is embodied at page 1013. I
am advised that that definition is accepted around
the Western World as the best we have been able to
come up with. It encompasses the concept of care,
which the opposition is concerned about and which
is a matter of concern to Father Mogg and his group
as well as others. The bill does not exclude care from
the definition of treatment, and the government
believes it is important that the legislation define
treatment rather than remaining silent, which is the
current position. That is seen as being a weakness in
the current legislation. The definition is important to
those who receive treatment, those who provide
clinical support and those who care for those who
receive treatment. We argue that the legal
framework is an improvement, a step forward and
an enhancement of the legislative framework within
which these services are being developed.
I shall now deal with the question of resources. The
opposition suggested that since the election of the
government there has been a reduction in effort in
this area. H that had occurred it would be in
contravention of the commitment the coalition gave
prior to the election and it would certainly be
inconsistent with what we have advocated over
many years in Parliament As my colleagues
Ms Asher and Mr Connard have pointed out,
Victoria continues to spend more per head of
population on mental health services than the
national average or any other state. In 1993-94
Victoria spent $67 per head of population when the
Australian average was $55 per head of population.
The national mental health report attempted to show
that there was a reduction in effort in Victoria.
However, the report failed to recognise the
$13.4 million invested in specific programs to
change or improve work practices or procedures in
the system. One example that many people would
relate to is that previously in our public psychiatric
services there was a system called two-on, two-off
under which people worked 12 hours a day for two
days and then had two days off. A number of
reports highlighted the inappropriateness of that
work practice in the delivery of high quality care.
We have undertaken a reform in that area to move
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back to a more consistent 8-hour-a-day shift to
ensure professional continuity in the provision of
care, and one of the outcomes of the investment of
that $13.4 million has been the improvement of that
work practice. It is clear that the expenditure of
$13.4 million has improved the outcome of service
delivery, and that will be taken into account In
addition, something like $4.7 million did not have to
be spent on superannuation to provide those
services. There was no impact on the standard of
care provided. Taking those figures into account
keeps us very close to our previous effort. In
addition, the government committed $28 million
over a two-year period to the further expansion of
the system.
That deals with the global resources provided, but
the critically important questions are: what were the
resources used for? What outcomes were delivered
through the expenditure of the amount that was
committed? That is where the most dramatic change
has occurred in psychiatric services in this state. We
have significantly shifted the balance of care. There
has been a movement away from bed-based services
while retaining the best bed per head of population
ratio in Australia. We have also significantly
increased the resources in community-based
services.
In respect of bed-based services, the number of
people who have been able to gain access to
psychiatric services in this state has increased from
about 29 000 a year to 33 000 a year. Victoria's record
as shown by the Australian and New Zealand
Mental Health Awards, which have been conducted
for the past two years, is excellent In 1994, 6 of the
15 awards were given to Victoria and in 1995-96,9 of
the 21 awards given went to Victoria. That is a
judgment by one's peers in the field. In terms of
structure and innovation in delivering outcomes for
the funds expended Victoria can hold its head high.
It is of enormous pride to the government that it has
been able to make that fundamental improvement in
the operation of psychiatric services.
I place on the record that great leadership has been
provided by the Minister for Health in this state, and
I should like to mention Jennifer Williams and her
team in the department, who have worked very
hard and who are trained to create a coherent
framework for the ongoing development of
psychiatric services and the monitoring of those
services to ensure that we continue to do better.
No member of this place could fail to recognise tha t
those who suffer from psychiatric illnesses are the
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most vulnerable people in our community. We all
have an obligation to try to ensure that we develop a
service system which is responsive to their needs
and which treats them with respect and provides the
support that enables them to either return to some
level of wellbeing or maintain their dignity as
human beings. The government is particularly
proud of the achievements that have been made in
the legal framework, which is reflected in the bill,
the level of resourcing and the way those resources
have been structured to ensure that that support
continues. However, we cannot afford to rest on our
laurels. There is still much to be done, and we are
only 18 months through a five-year strategy to make
the fundamental changes. Although I understand
the apprehension and concerns that have been
expressed, I suggest it is important to acknowledge
the great leaps forward that have been made.

board to consider the original hearing; it only
enables an individual member of the board to
consider whether an existing order can continue. It
can be overturned by any party to the hearing
requesting that the issue be examined by a full
board. 1bat is in accordance with the principles of
natural justice. The concern Mr Davidson expressed
should not arise. If it does, there is a capacity for it to
be changed.

I thank all those who have contributed to the debate,
which I think has been very good. I should like to
mention some of the specific issues raised and
provide the reassurances sought. As I indicated, the
definition of treatment was taken from the judgment
of Lord Denning handed down in 1954, which is still
recognised as the most comprehensive and
appropriate definition that can be arrived at The
removal of the words' or care' in no way eliminates
the concept of care being provided; it is implicit in
the definition to which I refer.

I remind honourable members that the various
inquiries that have examined the Lakeside and
Aradale psychiatric hospitals showed that about
$70 000 per patient was being spent. As there is
enormous abuse it is a question of how we frame it.
The status of the provider is not as Significant as the
culture, the monitoring and the accountability.
Under the legislation the Chief Psychiatrist retains
the ultimate responsibility for the wellbeing of
involuntary patients.

The question of the provision of information to
family guardians or caregivers has arisen because
the present legislation does not make it clear that a
clinician has the power to provide the information
where it is appropriate to do so. The bill does not
establish that as a mandatory obligation on the
clinician; it provides a legal framework for it to
occur where it is in the best interests of the patient
and the caregiver. If it is abused there are plenty of
mechanisms in place, including an organisation
similar to the State Medical Registration Board or
any of the other registration boards, where one can
raise a question about the capacity or the credibility
of the clinician.

I have already covered the issue of the definition of
mental illness, which we are deliberately
incorporating because previously there was no
definition of mental illness.

In respect of Mr Davidson's question about the
capacity of a member of a mental health review
board, it is important to recognise that there are
some 600 or 700 locations where a hearing might be
held. The bill does not empower a single-member

In respect of the provision of public mental health
services by private organisations, the ultimate
responsibility for involuntary patients rests with the
Chief Psychiatrist and, irrespective of the status of
the service providing the obligation, it cannot be put
aside by the Chief Psychiatrist There is no guarantee
even when all the services are provided in the public
sector.

The final point raised relates to the increase in the
number of involuntary patients as a percentage of
those receiving in-patient services. It is important to
point out that that in part reflects the change in the
service system and highlights the fact that many
more people are being supported and treated in a
community setting. By definition those who use
in-patient services are very much sicker, and it is
inevitable that in-patients are in higher proportion.
The government believes the changes are working to
achieve better outcomes and the legisla tion
represents another step forward. The government
remains committed to substantially improving the
operation of our mental health services, motivated
solely by the desire to provide better outcomes for
those among our citizenry who suffer from mental
illness.
Oause agreed to; clause 3 agreed to.
Oause4

Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - I move:
1.

Clause 4, page 3, line 12, after "professional" insert
"care and".
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The amendment seeks to reinsert the word'care' in
clause 4. I acknowledge the fact that this matter was
discussed during the second-reading debate and
that the minister replied to a number of queries and
concerns. I place on record the opposition's
acknowledgment of the effort made by the minister
to answer as many points as Mr Davidson and I
brought up. The opposition does not intend to call
divisions on its amendments, but it does intend to
move them despite the fact that in a broad sense the
minister has stated the government's view of the
changes the opposition would like made. As I said,
the amendment seeks the reinsertion of the word
'care' in the definition.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
reiterate that the government believes the issue is
already incorporated in the definition, therefore it is
unable to accept the amendment

after the request is received and the Chief

Psychiatrist must inform in writing the person
who made the request of the result of the
investigation.
(5) The Chief Psychiatrist may give a direction

under sub-section (l)(c) whether or not a

person has made a request under
sub-section (3) for the direction.".

Again, this amendment was discussed during the
second-reading debate and the minister has broadly
responded to it on behalf of the government. The
amendment sets out in a tightly worded way how a
person who has been refused suitable treatment or a
particular treatment may request in writing that the
Chief Psychiatrist give a direction to the psychiatric
service. It also provides for the way the Chief
Psychiatrist, as a result of the investigation, would
then inform the person who made the request. This
is virtually an appeal provision.

Amendment negatived; clause agreed to.
CauseS
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
am sorry, but in my response to clause 2 I neglected
to answer the question raised by Mr Connard on
behalf of the honourable member for Waverley,
Mr Ross Smith, in another place. I give the assurance
that it is not intended that the legislation will
interfere with the operation of any religion. The
amendment to section 18(1)(b) of the act that the
Christian Scientists are concerned about is purely a
technical amendment. Under clause 35 of the bill
information will still have to be provided to people
receiving treatment That will now be a necessary
requirement when doctors are obtaining informed
consent for a treatment I trust that addresses the
particular concern raised.

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
failed to point out in my earlier response that there
has been no diminution of the rights of appeal to any
patient seeking access to services. The fact that the
government has changed the status of a voluntary
patient in no way reduces the rights of appeal. The
bill enhances the capacity of the Chief Psychiatrist to
order treatment or vary the treatment for any patient
regardless of whether he or she is a voluntary or
involuntary patient.
The government does not accept the amendment but
reinforces to the committee the fact that there has
been no diminution in the rights of appeal. The
government has enhanced the capacity of the Chief
Psychiatrist to respond to the concerns brought to
his or her attention.
The CHAIRMAN -Order! Amendment no. 2

Cause agreed to; clauses 6 to 54 agreed to.

will test amendments 3 and 4.

Cause SS

Amendment negatived; clause agreed to.

Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - I move:
2.

Clause 55, page 51, after line 21 insert -

Causes 56 to 65 agreed to.
Schedule

1/(3) A person who has been unable to obtain

treatment, or a particular treatment, from a
psychiatric service for a mental disorder may
request in writing the Chief Psychiatrist to
give a direction to the psychiatric service
under sub-section (l)(c).
(4) The Chief Psychiatrist or an authorised officer
must investigate a request under
sub-section (3) within a reasonable period

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
move:
1.

Schedule, in the heading, after "SCHEDULE" insert
"1".

2.

Schedule, item 2, omit', for "a psychiatric in-patient
service"'.
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The amendments are essentially procedural and
bring the Coroners Act into line with the proposed
changes embodied in the bill.

LAND REVOCATIONS (AND OTHER
MAITERS) BILL
Introduction and first reading

Amendments agreed to; amended schedule agreed
to.
Reported to house with amendments.
Report adopted.

Third reading
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I shall correct one matter. I indicated that the Mental
Health Review Board might be obliged to sit in
something like 600 or 700 locations. I am
subsequently advised that that was a very ambitious
suggestion and that it is more likely to be in the
order of 30 or 40. It does not in any way alter the
substance of the argument I advanced but I am
obliged to correct the record.
Motion agreed to.

Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister
for Conservation and Environment) on motion of
Hon. R. I. Knowles.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Sessional orders
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Housing) - I
move:
That so much of the sessional orders be suspended as
would prevent new business being taken after
10.00 p.m. during the sitting of the Council this day.

Motion agreed to.

FARM PRODUCE WHOLESALE
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading

Read third time.

Debate resumed from 2S October; motion of Hon.
W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and Ports).

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

MARCUS OLDHAM COLLEGE
BILL (No. 2)
Introduction and first reading

Hon. PAT POWER Gika Jika) - Earlier in the
day the house heard Mr Ashman, the Chairman of
the Economic Development Committee, talk about
the smooth passage legislation has when Mr Davis
and I work together on matters in that committee;
when Mr Bishop and I work together in the house
we provide a similarly smooth passage for
legislation.

Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. HADDON STOREY
(Minister for Tertiary Education and Training) on
motion of Hon. R. I. Knowles.

DOMESTIC BUILDING CONTRACTS
AND TRIBUNAL BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. I. KNOWLES
(Minister for Housing).

The opposition supports the bill and believes it will
make a Significant contribution. However, I shall
take the opportunity to put on the record one
reservation the opposition has, although it is not
such that we move from our position of supporting
the bill.
Members would know that the bill has three main
purposes: firstly, to assist in preparing the industry
for self-regulation; secondly, to transfer the
administration of the Farm Produce Wholesale Act
to the Melbourne Market Authority and to align the
objectives, functions and powers of the Melbourne
Market AuthOrity accordingly; and, thirdly, to
strengthen the provisions of the Farm Produce
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Wholesale Act on the issue and renewal of
wholesalers licences.
The Farm Produce Wholesale Act is designed to
create a climate in which producers and wholesalers
are able to trade in an economic, efficient, fair and
competitive way. In this respect fruit, vegetable and
honey wholesalers are required to be licensed. There
are 160 wholesalers licensed in this manner, and 102
of those licensees trade at the Melbourne market.
The Melbourne Market AuthOrity was established in
1993, replacing the Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and
Vegetable Market Trust. One of the reasons we
support this bill is that it is part of the move towards
encouraging the development of an industry code of
practice. Nobody in this place would be surprised if
some members made reference to the continuing
concerns about the allegedly tmSeemly practices that
occur at the market. Without putting too fine a point
on it, it is still possible for people in the community
to believe organised influence -let us not use
stronger terms - still takes place in that market
environment, and the fact that many transactions,
perhaps the majority, are conducted in cash creates a
lively scene. While there is no indication that the
industry code of practice may result in an
addressing of this cash transaction, nonetheless the
opposition sees this as an important first step
towards successfully identifying and addressing the
issues the community at large suspects are still at
play.
The industry code of practice will include a
proposed credit scheme for producers and
wholesalers. In the briefing that the honourable
member for Altona in another place and I received
from officers of the department, the virtues of this
legislation were explained very well. The proposed
credit scheme will result in prompt payment for
producers. It has the capacity to provide protection
in those instances where wholesalers experience
financial failure.
During that briefing we were told that the number
of failures in anyone year and the dimension of '
those failures are such that it was a matter that
perhaps was overdue to be addressed. We would all
understand that if a wholesaler falls over, it is not
right or proper that the producer be disadvantaged
as a consequence.

lhis is a simple bill, and its intentions and outcomes
generally will be good. No doubt government
members will have no difficulty in ascertaining how
the bill may affect issues in their provinCes. I am
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sure that the move to self-regulation and the
development of an industry code have the capacity
to benefit all Victorians, because those of us in
metropolitan Victoria must understand that the
Melbourne market represents as clearly as any other
institution how much the Victorian economy relies
on the capacity of primary producers to produce
excellent goods that are fresh and increasingly
sought after in households in this state, other states
and internationally. The fact that those producers
are able to work very hard and produce a high
quality product at a reasonable price is
commendable. I wish the bill well.

Bon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) - I
support the Farm Produce Wholesale (Amendment)
Bill. I commend Mr Power for his comments about
the bill and also his comments, which I support,
about how important horticulture and agriculture is
to this state and to the nation as a whole.
The bill has three major purposes. The first is to
encourage and prepare the industry for
self-regulation by providing for the repeal of the
Farm Produce Wholesale Act 1990 on 31 December
1997. This follows the government's philosophy of
putting responsibility for decisions of all disciplines
in our community where the decisions count the
most, either in the community or the ind ustries
themselves.
The Farm Produce Act 1990 regulates the
wholesaling of farm produce in Victoria and the
activities of licensed wholesalers. The act is
administered by the Department of Agriculture,
Energy and Minerals and its aim is to crea te a
system whereby producers and wholesalers can
trade in an efficient, transparent, fair and
competitive market.
As Mr Power has mentioned, 167 wholesalers are
licensed under the act, with 102 trading at the
Melbourne market. The act sets out through a
licensing scheme the requirements of wholesalers
trading in agricultural produce. The act also requires
the keeping of adequate records and accounts and
provides for a market reporting service.

The act established an indemnity scheme to protect
producers in the event of a wholesaler failing and
being unable to pay the producer suppliers. The
indemnity scheme provides an amount up to only
$150 ()()() to compensate producers if a licensed
wholesaler fails. In the case of a large financial
failure by a licensed wholesaler some producers
have received only a pro rata payment as low as
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33 cents in the dollar. 'That sum of money is small in
the circumstances.
The indemnity scheme also does not provide
up-to-date information on producer payments, so at
most times it is difficult to identify the problem and
step in early enough to reduce the size of the
wholesaler's failure -in other words, under the
present rules it is difficult to manage the risk in the
best way.
It was against that background and to fulfil a policy
commitment that in 1993 a review was held of the
Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market.
The review was conducted by a subcommittee of the
government's agriculture committee. The review
researched a number of options, including either
corporatising or privatising the market, and
considered whether the present management and
regulatory and legislative arrangements were
meeting today's requirements.

The review recommended that the Melbourne
Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market Trust Act and
the Farm Produce Wholesale Act be folded into one
piece of legislation. The recommendation was not
adopted by cabinet However, the Melbourne
Market AuthOrity was established in 1994 to replace
the Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable
Market Trust.
The Melbourne Market AuthOrity has performed
well since its inception. Its skills-based board is very
capably led by Jeremy Gaylard with his chief
executive officer, !an Webb, who came to the
authority from the Sydney market.
Hon. E. G. Stoney interjected.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP - Those who know
Mr Gaylard would recognise how he has applied
himself to the task with typical enthusiasm,
travelling the country promoting the market and
explaining the measures he and his managers have
put in place to lift both the confidence of the
industry and, without doubt, the efficiency of the
market. I am sure one of Mr Gaylard's ambitions is
to get everyone he can up at about 3.00 a.m. to go to
see the hustle and bustle of what he sees as his
market and the achievements he and his board have
put in place.
It has been a tough time for Mr Gaylard, his board
and his senior people. I put on public record the
government's gratitude for the enthusiastic and
fearless way they have addressed a challenging task.
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It may well be said that they have completed the
first chapter of their task and that the next chapter
that will move the industry into the future will be
through the bill.

The first purpose of the amending legislation is to
provide the opportunity for industry self-regulation
by providing for the repeal on 31 December 1997 of
the Farm Produce Wholesale Act, which was
proclaimed in 1990. The second purpose is to
transfer the administration of the act to the
Melbourne Market Authority until the end of 1997.
The third purpose is to address legislative
provisions regarding the issuing and renewal of
wholesalers licences.
The act provides for the minister to refuse the
approval of a licence. However, two recent
challenges, one of which saw the minister's decision
overturned, have highlighted the deficiencies of the
act's definition of a 'fit and proper' person. The
amendments will address that situation in a
practical and sensible way that will also take
account of association with a person who is not 'fit
and proper'.
I highlight that the repeal date of the Farm Produce
Wholesale Act of 31 December 1997 coincides with
the expiry date of the current wholesaler
accommodation leases at the market.
Earlier the shortcomings of the present indemnity
scheme were mentioned. The Melbourne Market
Authority proposes to introduce a new credit
management scheme to replace the old system,
which will cease when the act sunsets in 1997. It is
my understanding that the new scheme, if
successful, may come into operation shortly, and
repealing the act in 1997 will provide the necessary
focus and incentive for the industry and will
support the new move.

The new scheme will not be compulsory and will be
based on commercial lines. It is proposed that
payment in 21 days be guaranteed and that in the
event of financial failure full payment be made as
the new scheme will be underwritten by an insurer.
The proposed scheme will use up-to-date, live
information which will provide early signals of a
financial problem as wholesaler payments will be
handled by the scheme. Producers will be able to
choose whether to send their produce to wholesalers
who are members of the scheme, thereby receiving
the relevant level of protection and being able to
recognise and note clearly both wholesalers and
producers who are paying the operating costs.
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The Melbourne Market Authority has also strongly
encouraged its producers to take a more active
interest and to have a more commercial focus on
their marketing and has put in place a hotline
complaints service, which has been welcomed by
producers. The bringing together of those issues will
enable the authority to deal with traders on a
commercial basis to enable the industry to set a
secure path for the future.
We have seen a period of adjustment, with the
introduction of the Farm Produce Wholesale Act
1990, the market review in 1993 and the
establishment of the Melbourne Market Authority
by the Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable
Market Trust Act 1993. We have seen the work of the
Melbourne Market Authority, and a further review
has led to this bill, which puts in place a transitional
process that will see the Farm Produce Wholesale
Act repealed at the end of 1997. That will focus the
industry on the move to self-regulation and, more
importantly, give it time to put in place the
necessary structures for the future.
Such moves have been the result of widespread
consultation. The bodies consulted include the
following: the Melbourne Market AuthOrity, the
Victorian Chamber of Fresh Produce Wholesalers,
the Queensland Fruit and Vegetable Growers, the
Thorpdale and District Potato Marketing Group, the
Northern Victoria Fruit Growers Association, the
Victorian Vegetable Growers, the Murray Valley
Citrus Marketing Board, the Orchardists and Fruit
Coolstores Association and the Victorian Potato
Marketing Association.
I support the bill, which takes note of industry
changes over time and gives the industry the
opportunity to take a measured approach as it seeks
its direction for the future and moves towards
self-regulation over a measured and reasonable time.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank Mr Power and Mr Bishop for their support of
the bill and the way they have described its
provisions.

Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

CLASSIFICAnON (PUBLICATIONS,
FILMS AND COMPUTER GAMES)
(ENFORCEMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 1 November; motion of Hon.
R. I. KNOWLES <Minister for Housing).
Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne) -The
Classification (Publications, Films and Computer
Games) (Enforcement) Bill is important because of
the community interest that now exists, particularly
with the widening technology of on-line
information, or Internet, and the whole range of
activities that have opened up to people.
In terms of this new technology the bill is quite
difficult to evaluate. The opposition acknowledges
that there is some genuine concern out there that
needs to be met, and in that sense we see the bill in a
positive light, but it is inadequate in dealing with the
problem of controlling objectionable material on the
Internet and on-line information networks.
I intend to move a reasoned amendment to make the
government aware of the opposition's concerns
about that aspect of the bill. We are not opposing the
thrust of the bill, but the section of it dealing with
the control of objectionable material on the Internet
is deficient, and I shall give reasons for tha t.
The bill could be divided into three parts. There are
some improvements related to updating existing
legislation. There is an extension of the existing
legislation to cover computer games, and there is an
attempt to handle the problem of objectionable
material on on-line information networks. The
reasoned amendment will make the opposition's
opinion clear. I move:
That all the words after 'That' be omitted with the view
of inserting in place thereof 'this bill be withdrawn and
redrafted to include (a) an education strategy to assist parents and teachers
in protecting children from unsuitable material;
and
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(b) a code of practice for on-line information services.

I am particularly concerned about part 6 of the bill

whi~ comm~ces at clause 56. That part attempts'to
proVlde penalties and offences in relation to material
that might be obtained by people from the Internet.
As I said, the opposition and I accept that that is a
pr~lem perceived by many in the community,
particular~y as it affects young people. It is becoming
clear that m the process of accessing information on
~e Inte~et it is possible to find a large amount of
information of all kinds, including material that is
o~jectio~ble or pornographic or appears to depict
Vlolence U\ such a way that, if it were compared to
material available in printed or video form, it could
be class~ed as objectionable to adults and certainly
much of It could be described as objectionable to
minors and children.
!he p~cular difficulty is that people access this
information usually in the privacy of their own
homes or offices. It is very much an individual
action, and it is worldwide. People who are at all
profident in the use of computers now realise that
once you connect to the worldwide web and the
Internet - as you would know, Mr President, we
~~w ~ve access to it in the parliamentary library It IS qwte possible to quickly access libraries and
obtain information from anywhere on the globe. In
fact, it is estimated that the Internet now has
something like 40 million users, and some
140 countries are involved. The government's
Internet paper estimates that that could increase to
some 800 million users by the year 2000.
It is quite staggering to examine the estimates on the

speed of the transfer of information. I have seen
articles in sources such as the New Scientist that
report an incredibly rapid transfer of information. It
is estimated that the information travels at about 30
megabytes ~.r sec~nd. I am only just beginning to
become familiar WIth these terms, just like many
other members, but you could equate that with
printed material the size of the entire Encyclopaedia
Britannica, given that you have 1 or 2 kilobytes per
A4 page of material. So we are talking about that
amount of material being transferred per second,
and the nature of that transfer is very unusual.
Honourable members who have read about the
Internet will be aware that its origins lie in the
United States defence department wishing to
establish an information system that was as much as
possible proof against a nuclear attack. The
department chose to develop a system that was not
centralised and could not be knocked out by a
nuclear missile: a system that was so disaggregated
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that it virtually had the capadty to repair itself so
that if one part of the network collapsed, the rest of
the network automatically provided channels. Not
only that, but a particular piece of information is not
transmitted in one piece. That is quite incredible.
If you get a document - I have been getting some
documents from, say, Florida on scallop fishingthe f~ or fi~e pages ~o not come as one package of
material; the information is split up. It might go
through 10 or 15 different paths and computers
around the world in different ways and you have no
way of telling how that material went through the
network and finally arrived in a form that you can
look at and download or print in the library or in
your home.

The Internet is designed to be a very robust system.
As somebody said, the system regards actions like
censorship or interference as damage and acts to
repair i~. It respon~s to that by finding another way
of passmg on that information.
The Internet is unusual and quite robust. It does not
lend itself very easily to the processes one would
normally apply to material that is sold in shops,
found in printed media or sent through radio or TV
channels. It is a dispersed medium, and that is the
problem the opposition has with the proposed
legislation.
Although many members of the community are
likely to require action to be taken about
objectionable material, particularly material which
might easily be accessed by young people, the
government has virtually moved to introduce only
one of the possible and likely remedies without
examining the total package.
On 9 July 1995 an attempt to address the problem

was made at the national level. The Department of
the Attorney-General and the Department of
Communications and the Arts jointly released a
paper on on-line services, so there is a general view
at the national level that this is something which
should be addressed. That paper considered three
approaches: firstly, a code of practice for those
running and using the Internet; secondly, a
complaint mechanism for people who find
objectionable material on the Internet; and, thirdly,
an educational strategy to assist parents and
teachers to prevent the accessing by children of
unsuitable material and offence provisions to
provide sanctions for persons who breach
community standards. The sanctions are only part of
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a paclcage of measures that might have some hope of
dealing with this question.
With this bill the government is moving only on the
offence provisions without putting in place any of
the other components of the strategy. Such an
approach is virtually doomed to failure. The opinion
we have from QCs and people working in the field
is that the legislation will be inefficient and
unworkable.

Tuesday, 14 November 1995

As honourable members who use the Internet will
know, when you start the process of downloading
material and the megabytes of information come
through you do not know what the material will
look like until it arrives. That is particularly the case
with graphics and photographic pictures because
they take some time to present themselves on the
screen. Yet they are the things that will be most used
in this form of material. Most of the objectionable
material is equivalent to what you find under the
plastic covers in the back rooms of shops anyway.

Hon. Haddon Storey - Which QCs?
Hon. B. T. PULLEN - The way this government
works, we won't be handing over any names.
However, I am sure the same people can be
approached by the government. They will provide
the same advice on the inefficiency and difficulty of
the approach the government is taking and the need
to tackle it in a more substantial way. The
government, in a sense, has admitted that. In the last
paragraph of his second-reading speech the minister
says:
It is possible that the on-line provisions may be subject
to further development, particularly after discussion by
the Standing Committee of Censorship Ministers
regarding the desirability of national consistency.

The bill has hardly been debated in Parliament and
the government is already foreshadowing the
provisions that are likely to change. I ask the
minister: why doesn't the government work with the
commonwealth and state governments in tackling
the problem where most people have a genuine
desire to find a solution? It is not a simple solution.
The government is giving a token response to a
problem that a number of people are concerned
about.
I turn to the provisiOns of the bill to put in context
the people with whom we are trying to deal. There
are three important targets. Firstly, the people who
generate or produce this kind of objectionable
material and put it on the Internet. They are
probably the first people you think of targeting,
particularly if the information can be accessed by
young people who are not able to handle the
material appropriately. Secondly, the people who
provide the services, the people who run the
Internet and the various links that the 40 million
people use. They are also guilty of an offence under
this legislation. Thirdly, there is the possibility that
the people who download the information, the users
who access and download the material, could be
guilty of an offence.

The main technique used is scanning because they
are basically still pictures. People wishing to
generate the information for the Internet can scan it,
make the information an attractive package and
allow people to access it. For many adults it would
be no different or no worse than getting the material
from any other places. The difference is that that
material goes through a national classification
process and some material is declared unsuitable for
classification. There is some censorship of
objectionable material. The role of the states is to
implement procedures to ensure that the
classification process works and that objectionable
material is dealt with.
It is one thing for someone to inspect publications in
a store; it is completely different to be expected to
handle the level of Encyc10pediD Britannica material
moving through the electronic waves every second.
Many people are working out ways of addressing
themselves to the problem and techniques are being
considered. But the proposal to put into law as an
offence only one component is in the end the least
effective way the problem can be tackled. We should
consider codes of practice, education, and internal
regulation. Perhaps some technological approaches
might be a better way to go - for instance, there are
proposals and programs to provide some screening
of this objectionable material. One is called
Surfwatch, which allows parents to have some
control over the material on the Internet available to
their children. It would be similar to the control
parents exercise over their children with regard to
what they read and buy and have access to with
print material. A code would prevent certain
material being accessed by the interface of the home
computer. In that way parents could exercise some
degree of control over the Internet in the way they
can exercise control over printed material. These are
the things that need to be explored if the
government is serious and is not taking a tokenistic
approach.
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I turn now to the provisions in the bill so that we can
see the approach the government is taking.
Clause 56 provides a penalty for people providing
material that is objectionable to a particular section
of the community. Oause 57 deals with the
publication or transmission of objectionable
material. Subclause (1) carries a penalty of 240
penalty units or imprisonment for two years for
using on-line information services to publish or
transmit, or make available for transmission,
objectionable material. However, subclause (2)
provides that it is a defence to a prosecution for an
offence against subclause (1) to prove that the
defendant believed on reasonable grounds that the
material was not objectionable material.
Subclause (3) provides as a defence that
subclause (1) does not apply to a person who
provides an on-line information service or a
telecommunication service unless the person creates
or knowingly downloads or copies objectionable
material. That is saying that people who run those
services can be treated like the people who run the
telephones. You do not blame them for the kinds of
conversations that go on over the phone, otherwise
Telecom would have suffered a penalty as a result of
a conversation the Premier had a few years ago.
Telecom is not responsible for the conversations
held on telephones. That is fair enough! Why
penalise the people who run Internet services for the
material that is transmitted over the lines? That has
been recognised in the legislation, and it basically
means that although penalties will be in place the
chance of getting a successful prosecution will be
extremely slim.
Clause 58 provides for publication or transmission
of certain material to minors. Subclause (1) states:
A person must not use an on-line information service to

publish or transmit, or make available for transmission,
to a minor material WlSuitable for minors of any age.

The penalty is 240 penalty units or imprisonment for
two years if the material is objectionable material,
and in any other case the penalty is 60 penalty units
or imprisonment for six months. However, because
of the difficulty of framing the legislation in a
practical way, the clause also provides that it is a
defence to prove that the person did not know and
could not reasonably have known that the person to
whom the material was published or transmitted or
made available for transmission was a minor. How
can they know who will access the Internet across
the world? It is an easy defence.
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The clause also provides that it is a defence if the
defendant has taken reasonable steps to avoid
publishing or transmitting, or making available for
transmission, the material to a minor. The defendant
has only to say that he or she took reasonable steps
in what he or she did and he or she did not expect a
minor to access the material. If that defence does not
work the defendant can say that he or she believed
on reasonable grounds that the material was not
material unsuitable for minors of any age. How long
would courts spend debating that matter? It is
difficult to get hold of material to classify in the way
you can get hold of material in bookshops because it
can easily be changed or modified.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. B. T. PULLEN - I t is not that the intent is
unwarranted, but if the legislation does not have a
strategy with an education component to encourage
the industry to take responsibility under a code of
practice or through some self-correcting mechanisms
to provide parents and teachers with some form of
barrier or screen it will be doomed to failure. The
government is basically trying to show its concern
by doing the easy stuff and introducing a few pages
of legislation prOviding penalties that will not deter
anybody. Even if the legislation were capable of
being enforced in Australia, all people would have
to do is to move offshore and provide access to the
material on the Internet from somewhere else. That
could be done by operators in Australia who send
material out and then bring it back. There are many
ways people can get around the legislation because
the Internet is so vast. Trying to tackle the problem
in this way is not smart.
The federal government produced a discussion
paper that has also met some criticism, but it has
been constructive in the sense that it is trying to
finetune the system. During the next month the
results of the paper will be known, and it would be
appropriate - this is what we are asking the
government to do - to take a bipartisan pOSition on
this matter. Many people have also expressed
concern to us, as they have no doubt to government
members, about young children being exposed to
material that is objectionable. We want a solution
that is capable of working. It would be more sensible
for the government to work in the context of the
national discussion paper, see the results, and
produce a program that will address this matter in
concert with other states and the federal
government. It might involve matching legislation
around Australia. lbat would have a chance of
doing something about the problem. We do not
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suggest that there is no need to do anything in
response to the objections, but we say that this
response is not adequate because of the complexity
of the Internet. It shows the government has little
understanding of what is happening.
We should get the problem in perspective. The most
substantial survey undertaken was done by the
Camegie Mellon group, which undertook a
comprehensive examination of material. It found
that a considerable amount of objectionable and
distasteful material was being accessed by people in
the survey area of the United States of America. The
problem does have to be tackled. The study found
that this sort of material represented only 3 per cent
of all the messages on the Usenet newsgroups - for
the benefit of members the Usenet newsgroups
represent 11.5 per cent of the total traffic on the
Internet. We are talking about a 0.3 or 0.4 per cent
penetration into the whole of the Internet
information transfer. It is good that the bulk of
Internet users exchanging information, whether it be
technical, scientific, recreational or just personal
communications, actually represent 99.6 per cent of
the material moved on the Internet at the moment.
Articles tend to dramatise the pornography or
objectionable material, but it represents only a small
percentage of the material on the Internet. We can
still support the technology and will not have to
remove it from the parliamentary library. It can be
used safely by honourable members.
Hon. K. M. Smith -In the privacy of their own
offices!
Hon. B. T. PULLEN -It is hardly private there!
Based on those statistics, if I saw Mr Smith using the
Internet in the parliamentary library there would be
a 99.6 per cent chance that he was looking at
material relevant and useful to his electorate and his
work rather than objectionable and unsavoury
articles. That is very heartening.
We ask the house to take heed of the fact that there
are things to be done that should be done as a
package. My point is that we should put it together
in such a way that it has a chance of working in
concert with the commonwealth legislation.
In summary, we should work on the basis of
developing a code of practice, a complaints
mechanism and an educational strategy. The offence
provisions should be part of the overall strategy and
not the only weapon that is used by government if
we are to make some headway against this problem.
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Hon. S. de C. WlLDING (Chelsea) - In July this
year state and federal members of the Standing
Committee of Censorship Ministers met in Perth to
discuss a number of issues that had been raised over
a period regarding the need to classify computer
games and access to the Internet. Following the
meeting they recommended to the Commonwealth
Classification Board that the Classification of Films
and Publications Act be revised to ensure tha t a
national classification scheme was introduced. This
bill answers the call by the commonwealth to revive
the censorship laws and maintain the safety of our
children.
Following the introduction in Queensland of a bill
similar to this measure police in that state have been
able to enter premises to search and seize property
where they believe pornographic or violent
computer games and inappropriate Internet
noticeboard bulletins are being produced and
distributed. I believe it is everybody's democratic
right to have free choice and to be able to make an
informed decision about what he or she watches and
if and when it is watched. People must also have the
choice of not being confronted with offensive
material when they are not prepared for it. They
should be able to have that expectation.
Shortly after amendments were made to the
Classification of Films and Publications Act in
1993 - during the debate I spoke of my concerns
about embarrassing situations - I was interested to
receive a call from some parents in a school
community in Geelong who were upset and
concerned about a production put on by their
school. They were upset by some of the words,
actions and implied meanings in the play. Reference
was made to lesbianism, sex, paedophilia and
prostitution, and some people fOWld it very
offensive that a school was prepared to put on a play
such as that and were very concerned and disturbed.
However, many people involved in the play thought
it was part of the children's rights to be able to stage
the play and many people in the community saw
nothing wrong with it. What is offensive and
disturbing to some may not be offensive and
disturbing to others, but we must have
consideration for everyone while not allowing
society to stoop to the lowest standards, making
them common.
In January this year another school in Geelong was
disturbed by an allegedly obscene school play. One
of the parents who was disturbed is quoted in the
Age of 6 January 1995:
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I believe what they were portraying (on stage) and the
thoughts and actions they were putting into the minds
of young people were degrading, irresponsible and
immoral to say the least

Community standards do change and our society
must acknowledge those changing standards. At one
time Lady Chatterley'5 Lover was a hotly debated
book. When the famous David sculpture was put
into Myers there was debate about whether a fig leaf
should be placed in the appropriate place. What was
not acceptable in advertising then is certainly
acceptable now. Our standards do change, and we
must acknowledge that
However, it is part of the government's
responsibility to maintain standards. If standards
were not maintained society would become numbed
by violence and soft pornography and those things
would be taken as part of everyday life. We are not
prepared to accept that
On a recent visit to Amsterdam and Maastricht I
found that pornography is quite openly displayed
on postcards and in photographs and that there is
legal access to some drugs. That access is taken for
granted in that country, but it is not something
Melbourne society is prepared to do. So far as video
censorship is concerned, it is our responsibility to
continue to refuse to classify videos that contain
objectionable material - sexually explicit material,
videos rated X in the Australian Capital Territory or
extremely violent or sexually violent movies. They
are still inappropriate.
It is not so much a question of censorship as of
classification. One movie can have three
classifica tions. There is the version of a movie that is
put to air on television, the version that has different
words when it comes out on video and the version
that is shown in the theatre. There can be three
different versions of one movie with different words
and scenes cut out or left in.
Computer games are another issue we have to face
now. This issue is something new to the legislation
because of the changing face of entertainment. The
community accepts that computer games need
classification and it certainly supports that
classification. It is interesting to note that the
classifications will be more strictly applied to
computer games than they are to videos. That is
because of the possible harmful effects, particularly
on children, due to the interactive nature of the
games.
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The guidelines will be strictly applied. The level of
violence that might attract an M rating in film and
video would attract an MA rating in computer
games. Additional information on each game
classified higher than G will be provided through a
consumer advice line - for example, people will be
told whether the game has low level animated
violence - to give people who are either buying or
hiring the computer games an indication of what can
be expected. Some computer game producers have
shown a complete lack of social responsibility. They
produce insensitive and tacky games that have little
or no value in our society. The names and objectives
of some games are tasteless, tacky and unnecessarily
violent, and to turn serious episodes of world
history into games of fun is both insulting and
insensitive.
The Internet represents a new form of technological
access to information that is growing wildly. The
number of people who have access is doubling every
eight months and already hundreds of thousands
have access to this form of education.
You read of people who have learned from the
Internet exactly how to make a bomb. You read of a
father coming into the room of a seven-year-old who
has access to the Internet while she was watching a
live sex session from a Copenhagen brothel. In
England a 13-year-old boy raped a young girl after
viewing pornography on the Internet Program
filters, such as Net Nanny and Censorman, can be
introduced and many children are still under strict
parental control to ensure they are not watching
unsuitable material.
I point out that some guidelines are that computers
should always be in the family room and that
parents should always be in the room. Nevertheless,
it is very difficult for parents to control access to the
Internet when they have difficulty even controlling
how to use a VCR!
I shall read again the principles from the
second-reading speech because I believe they are
very important to the bill. The principles are: adults
should be able to read, hear and see what they want;
minors should be protected from material likely to
harm or disturb them; everyone should be protected
from exposure to unsolicited material they find
offensive; and community concerns should be taken
into account, such as extremely violent material and
the unrestricted availability of material considered
demeaning to people in general and women in
particular, the depictions that condone or incite
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violence, particularly sexual violence, and the
portrayal of persons in a demeaning manner.
I fully support those principles. The government is
not able to stop access to unsuitable material but it
certainly will not make it easier. This bill continues
to improve the system of censorship of films and
publications, including video games and on-line
services such as the Internet. It maintains a policy of
choice for adults and protects our children from
objectionable offensive material. The bill puts into
legislation expectations of a moral community, and I
certainly commend it to the house.
Hon. K. M. SMITH (South Eastern) - I support
the government's position on the Classification
(publications, Films and Computer Games)
(Enforcement) Bill and shall speak against
Mr Pullen's reasoned amendment I shall talk not
only as a member of this house but also as the
Chairman of the Crime Prevention Committee.
Members of this house would be aware that during
June this year the committee tabled a report on
combating child sexual assault. The committee made
a number of recommendations in the report
concerning pornography and the use of
pornography.
Hon. B. W. Mier interjected.
Hon. K. M. SMITH -It made a number of
recommendations that I am jolly pleased to see
being incorporated in the bill. During that time that is, the 14 months that the committee put the
report together - committee members saw every
aspect of pornography that one could possibly wish
to never see in their lives. Some of it was quite
distressing to see. Contrary to what Mr Mier is on
about, I have seen child pornography brought up on
the screen of a computer in the department of the
US Treasury's customs service. Mr Don Huycke
from the customs area was demonstrating the ease
with which you can bring pornography on to the
screen. In fact, a young computer expert who
worked in his office brought up onto the screen in a
very short time an individual in the Netherlands
who was allowing child pornography to be viewed.
The point that concerned me most of all was the ease
with which people were able to bring it on to the
screen. They were able to put on the screen a menu
of whatever type of child pornography they wanted
to see. It was child and adult pornography; it was
child and child pornography; it was children of any
age. For instance, if they wanted to see a 10-year-old
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child with white hair and blue eyes carrying out
sexual acts with another child of a similar age or
with an adult that was 50 years old, they could get it.
H they wanted to see a child having sex with animals
they could get it with any sort of animal because
each of those animals was listed on the screen.
The committee actually chose a number of those
options to see that it did work, and I point out that
some of them were distressed enough to warrant
their leaving the room. I can tell the house that when
you see an animal having full sexual intercourse
with a young child of seven or eight it is disgusting.
When you see a child having oral sex with a dog it is
disgusting, and that sort of stuff is available on the
Internet and is quite easily brought up on the screen.
US customs considered that it was its job to follow
up on those matters. In fact it has sent people all
over the world and has nabbed. people - if I can put
it that way. It is a program I would like to see
implemented in Australia where it actually becomes
part of the scene to find the people who run such
programs. Quite often they are run out of
universities and quite often they are run by people
who correspond between different countries. The
committee found from its discussions with
Mr Huycke that a number of people have been
prosecuted by US customs in conjunction with our
own federal police. That occurred because
US customs downloaded the material onto its own
computer system and offered it to anybody who
wanted it.
I point out to the house that access to this material
was very easy. It was not something that you could
actually stumble on, but if kids wanted to find it
because they had heard about it at school they could
quite easily bring up pornography onto the screen. I
have not seen child pornography in our
parliamentary library, but most certainly I can get on
the screen a depiction of adults in various sexual
pOSitions. That was accessed from the Internet
through Vicnet. We are able to do that because it is
considered acceptable for adults to see other adults
having sex. I have some problem with that.
I am against pornography; I do not find it a very
pleasant sort of subject. It is hypocritical for
opposition speakers to make fun of the matter as
Mr Mier did when he was laughing. I do not know
whether he has been in the unfortunate position of
seeing some of these things on the screen, but it is
not pleasant, particularly if you think your
grandchildren might stumble on this material and
bring it up onto the screen.
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I am pleased the committee was able to do
something towards getting this legislation into
Parliament where something can be done to prevent
this type of material being accessed. As was the case
previously with the bulletin boards, the Labor
governments at federal and state level did not see fit
to do anything to try to stamp out the problems of
pornography on our computer screens. It did not
want to do anything about it; it did not want to
admit it could do anything. I am not certain that the
government is doing everything that can be done,
but at least the bill is a damn good step towards
doing something.
At least the government is doing something to try to
stamp out what is a huge problem. I consider it to be
one of the biggest problems we have because what it
is putting on to screens is images of children and
adults in sexual positions, and that is not good for
any kids to see. Committee members listened to the
evidence of people in the business of pornography
and to anti-pornography people. We heard some say
that pornography and violent sex have nothing to do
with one another because if you look at
pornography or read pornography you are not
going to go out and rape somebody. We also heard
from an expert who said to us, 'Yes, we can give you
a number of criminal cases where that has actually
occurred'. The committee heard from Mr Richard
Read, QC - that may be the person Mr Pullen
talked about - who said 'Yes, there are cases where
people who view pornography will be stimulated
enough that they want to go out into the street and
commit a sexual act against somebody'.
There were arguments from both sides about the
number of recommendations. The ones I wish to talk
about are those regarding child pornography and
the link with child pornography that is available to
those who may wish to go to Canberra to buy it. The
argument by the pornography sellers is that they do
not sell that sort of thing, but if anyone asks them for
it they will get the video from under the counter.
Child pornography can be bought through the mail
and one can get it on the Internet.
There is plenty of evidence that child pornography
is used to prepare school children for sex with
adults. We know paedophiles do that sort of thing.
We want to do something about the availability of
such material.
We know the paedophiles keep their own copies of
films they produce of them having sex with children
because they can use it to blackmail the children.
They can use it for their own stimulation at some
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future time when the child is not available. They can
trade it with other paedophiles because they see it as
being fair trade.
I have seen with my own eyes a video brought back
from the Philippines of a bearded Australian man
having oral sex with a child who was probably five
or six years old and the child then having oral sex
with the man. The best part about that video was
that it was used in evidence against that man when
he returned to Australia and he was gaoled as a
consequence.
The problem with these videos is that people can
readily get their hands on them. This legislation will
help to cut down on pornography. That must be
seen as a step in the right direction. The sooner it is
eliminated the better. I know that over the period we
examined this matter we could not believe some of
the things we saw, some of the people to whom we
spoke and some of the things we were told as we
travelled around the world. We were also able to see
how child pornography is scanned on to a screen
and then made available for general distribution. We
were shown how it is possible to animate a scene on
a screen. Although it uses many bytes of computer
disk, it is possible to animate sex scenes from
photographs. We saw books containing photographs
of sex that could also be shown on the screen. What
we saw on the screen was much finer and of better
quality than the photographs. Unfortunately this is a
problem that is being spread on the Internet and
being made available to people.
We recommended in our report that something be
done to increase penalties for the spreading of this
type of pornography. The government has
introduced harsher penalties that were laughed at
by the opposition. I believe the penalties should be
heavier and that the gaol sentences for such people
should be doubled or tripled, because they are
ruining the lives of many children. Whether the
material is being shown to children or they are being
asked to participate or are willing to participate, it is
wrong. Australian children and the children of the
world are involved in it.
The government is trying to stamp it out. I wholly
support the bill. I wish its provisions were stronger,
but in years to come we will find some way of
putting chips into computers that will stop this sort
of rubbish being put on the screens. We are
advancing quickly in technology and I believe in
time we shall be able to do something about it;
however at this stage the government is trying to
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stamp out this filthy crime that is being committed
against our children and against society.
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - The government does
not support the reasoned amendment for the
reasons given by the two previous speakers. The
first paragraph of the reasoned amendment refers to
the need to have an education strategy. There is
nothing inconsistent with the passing of this bill in
having an education strategy. It is something that
would occur in any event and independently of the
bill.
So far as the code of practice is concerned, Mr Pullen
said that his information was that a code of practice
would be in place in a month or so.
Hon. B. T. Pullen - In response to the paper I
understand will be available, and the code of
practice, among other things, is included.
Hon. HADDON STOREY - My information is
that it is further off than that - it may be a long way
off. This is an exercise being conducted. by the
Standing Committee of Attorneys-General. It is not
simply the commonwealth alone that is involved, so
it may be some considerable time off. In the
meantime the government believes it is preferable to
be doing something rather than nothing.
Mr Pullen has not actually said that there was
anything wrong with the bill; he said he does not
think it will work as well as he would like, and there
are other things that should be done. Our response is
to do something now and subsequently if agreement
can be reached on a code of practice, that will
certainly be introduced.
An education strategy can be implemented. In the
meantime the government will be doing what it can
to achieve this result that Mr Smith has indicated is
so necessary.

Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to.

Oause26
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - I move:
1.

Clause 26, line 13, after "sealed" insert "but on
delivery must be contained in an opaque wrapper".

The words speak for themselves. If one looks at
clause 26(1)(a) one can see that if the publication
classified as category 1 restricted. is sold, it should be
in a sealed package and:
(a) if the packaging is a transparent material, the
publication bears the determined markings;
(b) if the packaging is an opaque material, both the

publication and the package bear the determined
markings.

Clause 26(2) states:
If the sale or delivery takes place in a restricted
publications area, the package need not be sealed.

That is understandable when the package is within
the restricted. area, but once taken by the customer
outside the restricted. area it can be seen by people
and hence it is felt that the words 'but on delivery
must be contained in an opaque wrapper' should be
added. The package does not need to be sealed but
at least should be concealed in an opaque wrapper.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 21 to 88 agreed to; schedule agreed to.
Reported to house with amendment.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

MISCELLANEOUS ACTS (OMNIBUS
AMENDMENTS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Finance).

Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Oauses 1 to 25 agreed to.
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ROAD TRANSPORT (DANGEROUS
GOODS) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 2S October; motion of
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports).
Hon. PAT POWER Oika Jika) - The opposition
supports the Road Transport (Dangerous Goods)
Bill. This simple, brief but important legislation
seeks to adopt national standards and codes of
practice for the safe transport of dangerous goods by
road.
All members in the chamber who move around both
metropolitan and country Victoria would have
observed that over the past 10 years or so, as a
consequence of increasing technology and the
performance of heavy vehicles, there has been an
increase in the amount of goods that might be
described as dangerous being carried by road.
NOtwithstanding the success of the national rail
freight initiative in intrastate and interstate haulage,
it is clear that the road transport of dangerous goods
will be an important component of goods transport.
The Road Transport (Dangerous Goods) Bill covers
all aspects of the transport of dangerous goods by
road, including the loading and unloading of goods.
One reason the opposition is happy to support the
legislation is that it will encompass those activities
conducted not just when the vehicle is moving but at
both ends of the journey, ensuring they are
conducted in accordance with national standards.
The National Road Transport Commission has
sought to develop a national package of transport
laws that will improve transport efficiency, enhance
road safety and reduce administration costs. That
goal sits comfortably with the legislation.
Intergovernmental agreements have established
template legislation. Honourable members may well
know that such legislation was introduced in the
Australian Capital Territory and subsequently
adopted by the remaining jurisdictions through
specific adopting legislation. The rationale for
template legislation is that it ensures unifonnity on a
continuing basis. The legislation is passed through
one parliament and then adopted by other
parliaments through adopting acts that refer to that
legislation.
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There is no need for the opposition to say any more
on its support of the bill. Honourable members
would know that in Victoria the road transport of
dangerous goods, together with other matters
related to dangerous goods, specifically storage and
handling, is administered within the portfolio of the
Minister for Industry Services by the Health and
Safety Organisation. The adopting bill will explicitly
provide for the Road Transport Reform (Dangerous
Goods) Act to prevail on road transport matters
where there is inconsistency with Victoria's Road
Transport (Dangerous Goods) Act. This sensible
legislation is primarily to do with national standards
and safety and ought to be welcomed by the
community.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) - The
purpose of the Road Transport (Dangerous Goods)
Bill is to regulate the transport of dangerous goods
by road in Victoria.
Its purpose is also to promote public safety and to
protect property and the environment in this state.
The bill will enable that to be put in place by
adopting national standards and codes of practice
for the safe transport of dangerous goods by road.
I should like to describe some of the background of
the National Road Transport Commission, or the
NRTC as it is commonly called. It was established
under commonwealth legislation which followed
the heavy vehicles agreement between the
commonwealth, the states and the territories in 1991.
There was also a follow-up to that called the light
vehicles agreement in 1992 which extended the
commission's charter and included some specific
requirements for light vehicles.
The intergovernmental agreements such as this bill
contains require template legislation which, in
relation to the National Road Transport
Commission, is introduced first into the Australian
Capital Territory and then into the other states. A
good example of this was the template bill to adopt
national heavy vehicle charges introduced into our
Parliament on 31 May this year and passed during
the current session. It will take effect early in 1996.
In September 1994 the ministerial council approved
the Road Transport Reform (Dangerous Goods) Bill,
which received commonwealth royal assent in April
1995. The regulations to be made under that
legislation are now being developed by the NRTC
and should be completed by the time the
commonwealth act comes into operation in April
1996.
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The bill now before the house will allow those
national regulations to come into place in Victoria to
coincide with the national scheme. At this time the
regulation of the transport of dangerous goods is
being covered by the Australian Code for the
Transport of Dangerous Goods by Road and Rail,
known as the ADG code. This code is now in its fifth
edition and is prepared by the advisory committee
with the endorsement of the ministerial council for
road transport and also the Australian Transport
Council.
It is interesting to note that the code is a large
document of about 560 pages, with more than half of
that being an index of the dangerous goods. The
other sections cover classification, marking,
packaging, stowage, and the requirements and
procedures for transport by both road and rail.
It is reasonable to ask: what will happen to the code
when the regulations are adopted under this new
road transport (dangerous goods) legislation? To
facilitate a practical and sensible process, the
regulations for the new act will be developed with a
revision of the old ADG code. In practical terms, the
road and rail regulations will be revised as they are
just lifted from the old code and form part of the
new act. At the same time the other sections of the
code will be rewritten to bring forward a Simpler
and more user-friendly document

The next question is: how does this bill affect the
existing dangerous goods legislation in Victoria? The
bill we are discussing tonight is very similar to our
dangerous goods legislation. The differences
between the two relate mainly to the appointment
and powers of the officers, the offences, the
penalties, the evidence, and administrative matters.
There is potential for overlap in these two pieces of
legislation. For example, it might be in relation to the
storage and handling of dangerous goods. To
overcome and avoid two separate sets of powers, the
national road transport legislation prevails where
there may be an inconsistency with the Victorian
Dangerous Goods Act. To further facilitate
consistency, the Minister for Industry Services,
whose department administers the Dangerous
Goods Act, has indicated the incorporation of the
provisions of this bill into that act by early 1996.
As a politician who represents an electorate that
stretches along the River Murray, I stress that
consistency on rules and regulations between two
states is an absolute must because it certainly
facilitates trade between the states, makes for a more
practical and sensible approach to doing business,

and benefits the communities living along the
borders.
I have much pleasure in supporting the bill.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third rem1ing
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank Mr Power and Mr Bishop for their support of
the bill.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Hallam Gardens Preschool
Hon. R. S. IVES (Eumemmerring) - I wish to
raise for the attention of the Minister for Education
in another place a matter which I am quite happy to
address in this instance to the Minister for Roads
and Ports. I raise the case of the Hallam Gardens
Preschool at the corner of Saffron Drive and Nettle
Drive, Hallam. The preschool is surrounded by
2.1 hectares of waving grass some 4 feet tall - taller
than a small child. This 21 hectares of land is owned
by the Directorate of School Education.
The grass runs right up to the perimeter of the
preschool and to the edge of the road, Virtually
obscuring the footpath. Snakes have been observed
in the grass. Having observed a snake herself,
Mrs Susan Winkler of 78 Nettle Drive - a very
determined woman - decided to get the grass cut.
After numerous telephone calls, Mrs Winkler felt she
had been given the run-around by both the regional
office and the head office of the directorate. As a
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result, she rang what she regarded as the highest
authority in the land, the Prime Minister's
department.
It seems the Prime Minister's department was
somewhat nonplussed about her story of snakes in
the grass, but after some deliberation it came back
with some excellent advice -namely, that she
should contact me. So I really felt I was on a mission
from Paul. I made representations to the DSE, and
the grass will be slashed in approximately four
weeks. It seems the work has to be tendered out.
Only a particular high-ranking officer in the Rialto
building has the authority to tender out the slashing
of grass on 21 hectares of land!
According to Tania Maher, the wife of the president
of the preschool council, this happens every year.
The Hallam preschool's council spends about
10 weeks of inordinate effort lobbying the
Directorate of School Education and finally the grass
is cut, usually just before the Christmas holiday.
This is a particularly dangerous situation involving

long grass, snakes and toddlers. I believe the DSE
needs to learn how to be a good neighbour, and 1
ask, as a matter of urgency, that the Directorate of
School Education let a contract for the regular
cutting of the grass.

Glen Eira: compulsory competitive
tendering
Hon. PAT POWER Gika Jika) - I seek the
assistance of the Minister for Local Government on a
matter involving the City of Glen Eira and the
tender process. It is a relatively complicated issue,
and 1 seek the indulgence of the house while 1 put
before the minister the information relating to it. The
matter was directed to my attention by
Manfred Franklin, who is the proprietor of a
company known as Melbourne Wide Valuations Pty
Ltd, trading as Briggs Franldin and Associates.
Mr Franklin has very wide and long-term experience
in valuation. He holds a certificate in valuation and
real estate management from RMIT, as it then was,
and a diploma of applied science in town planning
also from RMIT. He is an associate member of the
Australian Institute of Valuers and Land Economists
and has 28 years experience as a valuer and town
planner, having worked for state government
departments and many councils, including holding a
position as senior valuer at the City of Melbourne.
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Mr Franklin sought my assistance on the tendering
of valuation services at the City of Glen Eira. On
18 August Sandy Gatehouse, the organisational
support manager at the council, wrote to
Mr Franklin about the tendering of valuation
services:
Your submission was of interest and we request you to
tender.
Please find attached a request for tender form.

That tender form is one of the issues of concern. A
document, the Glen Eira city council agreement,
states in part:
Agreement made this [blank] day of [blank] one
thousand nine hundred and ninety-five ...
Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions the council
may make appropriate partial payments to Antony
Coadyand Associates Pty Lld dependent upon
satisfactory progress being made by the valuer towards
the completion of the valuations by the dates specified.

1 emphasise that the draft agreement was dated
1995. In respect to the tender process there are some
importance pieces of information 1 should provide
to the minister. Prior to 16 August this year some
10 companies lodged expressions of interest, and on
that day those expressions of interest closed. On
18 August only two of the contractors were invited
to submit tenders. Melbourne Wide Valuations, the
company with which Mr Franklin is associated, and
the current contractor with the municipality, Antony
Coady and Associates.
On 25 August 1995 the tenders closed, and the
tender documents illustrate that the price of
Melbourne Wide Valuations was $49 900 and the
price of Antony Coady and Associates was $78 121.
Having seen that the tender was subsequently
awarded to a company that was the current holder
of work with the municipality, Mr Franklin wrote to
the chairman of commissioners on 3 October 1995
saying:
I would appreciate it if you would consider the above
comments as a matter of urgency with the view to very
speedily correcting what I believe has been the
misadministration of a relatively small and simple
tender.

The successful tenderer quoted $3.69 per residential
valuation and Mr Franldin's company $1.98 per
residential valuation. Mr Franklin said that the
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choosing of only two contractors from a list of
10 experienced contractors did not open up the
process to competitive tendering. The Glen Eira
council wrote to Mr Franklin on 6 October:
I conclude that the decision about which you express
concern and the process of making it were in the
interests of ratepayers of Glen Era.

It was above the signature of the chairman of
commissioners.

Mr Franklin has approached me about the issue and
I seek assistance from the minister. I understand this
matter has been drawn to the minister's attention by
correspondence, although I was advised today by
Mr Franklin that the minister may not have seen the
letter. The Auditor-General has advised Mr Franklin
that the matter warrants some attention, but the
Auditor-General cannot force councils to readvertise
or cancel contracts. I ask the minister to investigate
the compulsory competitive tendering process at
Glen Eira and advise whether he agrees that it
represents the new face of local government. Will he
examine whether the best interests of Glen Eira's
ratepayers were met? Would it not be in the interests
of ratepayers and the other contractors who
expressed interest initially that the contract be
readvertised?

Land tax
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) - I seek
the assistance of the Minister for Finance in his own
right and in his capacity as the representative of the
Treasurer in this house regarding a considerable
number of representations that have been made to
me over the past two and a half years by a number
of constituents who have expressed extreme and
growing concern about the impact and impost of
land tax as it applies to the principal private
residence or home.
Within South Eastern Province, particularly on the
southern part of the MOmington Peninsula in the
Sorrento and Portsea areas, a growing number of
residents and constituents of relatively modest
means are suffering great hardship. For family
reasons or inheritance those people have valuable
properties but they do not have high incomes, and
the imposition of land tax on the principal private
residence is creating hardship.
Only recently a very concerned gentleman came to
my office and showed me that his obligation for land
tax on his private home was more than $1000 a
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month or $12 000 a year. It may be of interest to
honourable members to know that at present
Victoria is the only state in the nation that levies
land tax on the private home. Tasmania did but it is
phasing it out Only some weeks ago I received an
authentic document from Tasmania certifying that
in the current budget process Tasmania will be
phasing out that levy.
I believe we are looking at a philosophical question
but we are also considering in some respects the
ability and speed with which the people affected can
contribute. Although the government has done very
good things and made substantial progress in
reducing land tax and its impact on the business
sector, there is what I consider to be an anomaly in
that Victoria is the only state that levies this
substantial tax on the private home. It is time that
tax was looked at Although it may take
considerable time for it to be phased out, the time
has come in the interests of fairness and equity to at
least move in that direction.
I ask the minister to consider this issue, in particular
its dollar impact on families and the fairness of its
imposition on people in this state even though it is
not levied on people living in similar circumstances
elsewhere in Australia. I seek the minister's
assistance on this visible and distressing problem
experienced by a growing number of my
constituents.

Parliament House: first aid
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) Mr President, I raise with you the tragic death on
Friday, 10 November, of Mr Alan Mansfield, one of
the workmen on the site fixing up the facade of
Parliament House. Mr Mansfield suffered a heart
attack and died. He was married with two children.

H a member or one of the numerous visitors to this
place -7000 people visited Parliament House on
open day - including schoolchildren, suffered a
similar incident to Mr Mansfield what would be
done to obtain assistance as quickly as possible? Are
qualified attendants or staff available to give first
aid? I know some members of staff have
qualifications, but I am not sure whether that is
recognised as a general part of their duties. Do they
have the appropriate level of St John's Ambulance
training that would allow them to administer certain
drugs, whether it be something as simple as aspirin
or, as in the case of the late Mr Mansfield, oxygen? A
person qualified to do that must be at least at level 3.
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I am concerned about the lack of trained or qualified
staff in Parliament House who can assist the general
public or honourable members in emergencies.

Mitcham Road, Nunawading
Hon. B. N. ATKlNSON (Koonung) - I direct to
the attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports the
traffic using Mitcham Road between Springvale and
Springfield roads. I guess it also has some relevance
to the volume of traffic on Mitcham Road further
south. Mitcham Road is an extension of
Doncaster Road. It is a narrow roadway that is
carrying an enormous amount of traffic. Some
difficulty is being experienced with the structure of
the road pavement and because of site drainage
some of the heavy rainstorms we have had of late
and in previous years have meant that the pavement
has given way and is in need of constant repair.
My concern is not so much with traffic volume,
because it is expected that the road will carry a
significant volume of traffic until the freeway project
is completed, it is more a matter of the nature of
some of the traffic - transport vehicles, heavy
freight vehicles and trucks of a substantial size. I
have observed, and representations have been made
to me by residents living along Mitcham Road and
roads feeding into it, that the number of major
transport vehicles has been increasing lately.
I am concerned because Springvale Road is a
substantial road in that corridor of Melbourne. It is
an 001 route and I would have expected that major
transport vehicles would be using Springvale Road
when they come off Doncaster Road to get back to
Whitehorse Road when travelling south or further
east. Clearly, Mitcham Road is inappropriate for
those vehicles.
I ask the minister to have his Vicroads officers
examine the nature of the traffic using
Mitcham Road and give consideration to the volume
of traffic likely to use it when the freeway is
completed. In the meantime I urge the minister to
have his officers discuss with the City of Whitehorse
the provision of an improved pavement surface on
that section of Mitcham Road. I raised this matter
with the commissioners of the City of Whitehorse at
a breakfast meeting they had with politicians last
week. They are aware of some of the difficulties that
have arisen. I ask the minister to investigate those
matters.

Responses
Hon. HADDON STOREY (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - Mr Ives expressed his
concern about snakes in the grass on land next to the
Hallam Gardens Preschool. Apparently the land is
owned by the Directorate of School Education. He
asked me to ask the Minister for Education to ensure
that there is a contract for the regular cutting of the
grass. I will pass that matter on to the minister and
request that it be considered.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - Mr Atkinson raised a matter that came to
his attention through his own keen observation of
roads in his area and his local knowledge. He took
the opportunity to raise it with the commissioners of
the City of Whitehorse at a breakfast meeting and
with me this evening. The points he makes are valid.
Mitcham Road, like many roads in the eastern and
outer eastern suburbs, was lightly constructed when
the area was more rural-based than it is now. Those
roads are in need of reconstruction and there is a
large backlog to catch up on. Mr Atkinson pointed
out that Springvale Road has been designated an
OD route and suggested that some further work
ought to be done to encourage heavy vehicles to use
that road in preference to Mitcham Road. He made
the perfectly reasonable suggestion that it might be
desirable that Viaoads and the City of Whitehorse
put their heads together to see whether in the short
term there is a means of ameliorating the situation
pending a longer term solution that will emerge,
firstly, with the completion of the freeway and,
secondly, as funding flows through to reconstruct
these roads.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Local
Government) - Mr Power raised the circumstances
under which the tendering of valuation services for
the City of Glen Eira has been completed and cited
the situation in respect of a particular unsuccessful
tenderer. He asked me to investigate that process. I
will do that, and I make the point in passing that I
will do that whenever there is a complaint about the
process of compulsory competitive tendering, given
that it is of crucial importance to have everybody
understand the process is genuine. We need
potential tenderers to be convinced that the process
is fair dinkum. I will follow up on that.
Mr Bowden raised the matter of land tax as applied
to principal private residences and asked that I raise
it with my colleague the Treasurer. I will do so.
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The PRESIDENT - Order! Miss Gould raised
the inddent last week that led to the death of a
workman at Parliament House. She asked what
assistance was available to members and visitors if
that circumstance was repeated. I am advised that
there are up to 8 first-aid officers with current
certificates serving Parliament There is at least one
in each deparbnent. Mr Wayne McKenzie is the
qualified first-aid officer in the Legislative Council.
In addition, another 10 staff members have lesser
training. First-aid training is intended to be a rolling
program and eventually a large number of staff will
have received it A level 3 position is to be filled, and
I hope it will be filled in the near future.
In relation to the particular case referred to by
Miss Gould, I am advised the gentleman was
working in the National Party room when he
suffered an attack. His workmate rushed to the
room of the table officer, and a member of the
Legislative Assembly staff who is a trained nurse
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quickly attended him. I believe she was given some
assistance by Mr Mills. The Oerk went to the
vestibule and called for an ambulance. At that stage
there were two nurses in the foyer who offered to
help. They administered to the gentleman and I
believe they declared him to be dead. They kept on
trying. A MICA ambulance arrived within
6 minutes, but there was nothing that could be done.
Everything possible was done in what was a tragic
situation.
I thank Miss Gould for raising the issue. I am
assured that the current procedures cover those
contingencies, but I will take a particular interest in
them and make sure that the level 3 position is filled
as quickly as possible.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 11.00 p.m.

